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Covid positivity rates are
shooting up, caseload spik-

ing, and authorities preparing
for a Covid-19 spread far worse
than the second wave that hit
the country last year in March.
India on Tuesday recorded
37,379 new cases and 124 fatal-
ities in 24 hours.

This is the highest case
number for a day since
September 2021. India report-
ed just 6,358 cases a week ear-
lier on December 28. The six-
fold jump in seven days points
to grim scenario building up.

Maharashtra, Delhi and
West Bengal account for near-
ly 80 per cent of the cases, but
other States are fast catching up.
During the last 24 hours, Delhi
recorded 5,481 cases,
Maharashtra 18,466 cases and
Bengal 9,073. Karnataka logged
2,479 new cases and positivity
rate shot up to 2.5 per cent
while four people succumbed
to the virus.

Delhi reported 5,481 new
cases and three more deaths on
Tuesday with positivity rate
leaping to 8.37 per cent. The
city now has 14,889 active
cases and 168 people on oxy-
gen support. At least 14 patients
are on the ventilator support.

Alarmingly, over 81 per
cent of the total samples
sequenced over the last two
days were found to have the
Omicron variant. In other
words, of the 187 samples
sequenced during the last 48
hours, 152 were cases of
Omicron infection, as per the
data shared by the Delhi
Government.

The Delhi Government
has directed private hospitals
and nursing homes with 50
beds or more to reserve at
least 40 per cent of their total
beds for Covid patients.

The Covid-19 situation
worsened in Mumbai on
Tuesday, as a staggering 10,860

new positive cases were report-
ed from various parts of the
metropolis. The 10,860 Covid-
19 cases in Mumbai were
among 18,466 new cases
reported from various parts of
the State. With the 18,466 fresh
cases, the total number of
Covid-19 cases went up from
67,12,028 cases to 67,30494.

Simultaneously, 75
Omicron cases were reported
from various parts of the State
taking the total number of
Omicron cases detected in the
State to 653.

Of the 75 Omicron cases,
Mumbai accounted for a max-
imum of 40 cases, followed by
nine cases in Thane, eight

cases in Pune, five cases in
Panvel, three cases each from
Kolhapur and Nagpur, two
cases from Pimpri-Chinchwad
and one case each from
B h i w a n d i - N i z a m p u r ,
Ulhasnagar, Satara, Amravati
and Navi Mumbai.

As 4,588 patients were dis-
charged from the hospitals
across the State after full recov-
ery, the total number of people
discharged from the hospitals
since the second week of March
last year increased from
65,14,358 cases to 65,18,916.
The recovery rate in the State
dropped from 97.05 per cent to
96.86 per cent.

Continued on Page 2
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Gearing up to meet any
threat from China in the

Ladakh region, the Border
Roads Organisation (BRO) for
the first time opened the Zozi-
La (mountain pass) in January
to ensure sustained logistical
support to the front line troops
on the Line of Actual Control
(LAC).

This major achievement
came against the backdrop of
the ongoing stand-off in east-
ern Ladakh between India and
China for the nearly last two
years.  The Zozi La at a height
of 11,649 feet connects Ladakh
with the rest of the country and
remains blocked with snow
for at least three to four months
during winters.

In another development,
the Indian Army unfurled the
national flag in the Galwan val-
ley on New Year’s Day.  The
photographs of the event were
released on Tuesday, three days
after the Chinese released pic-
tures of its troops hoisting
their flag on their side in the
Galwan valley.

The photographs of the
Indian troops holding the flag

were also posted by Union
Law and Justice Minister Kiren
Rijiju on Twitter with the cap-
tion “brave Indian Army sol-
diers in Galwan Valley on the
occasion of #NewYear2022.”

In one of the photos,
released by sources in the
Indian security establishment,
around 30 Indian soldiers from
the Dogra Regiment were seen
with the national flag.

Another photo showed the
group with four of them hold-
ing the national flag and anoth-
er tri-colour flying high on a
flagpole adjacent to a tempo-
rary observation post. The
photographs were of January 1
in the Galwan Valley, sources
said here.

The Indian and Chinese
troops exchanged sweets and
greetings at 10 border points
along the LAC including in
eastern Ladakh and North
Sikkim on January 1.

Giving details about Zozi
La, officials said it will provide
a boost to strategic connectiv-
ity in the Ladakh region.  As
many as 72 vehicles crossed the
mountain pass for the first
time ever on January 2.

Continued on Page 2
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From Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal to Union

Minister Mahendra Nath
Pandey and BJP leader Manoj
Tiwari to TMC leader Babul
Supriyo several politicians have
tested positive as with each
passing day India is adding a
huge number of new Covid-19
patients to its caseload. 

The list includes NCP
leader Supriya Sule,
Maharashtra Education
Minister Varsha Gaikwad,
Yashomati Thakur, HAM pres-
ident Jitan Ram Manjhi,
Congress leader Balasaheb
Thorat, BJP leader Harish
Khurana, and Shiv Sena leader
Eknath Shinde.   

In a tweet, Kejriwal on
Tuesday said he has tested
positive for Covid-19 and iso-
lated himself at home. “I have
tested positive for Covid. Mild
symptoms. Have isolated
myself at home. Those who
came in touch wid (with) me in
(the) last few days, kindly iso-

late urself (yourself) and get
urself (yourself ) tested,”
Kejriwal tweeted. 

The Delhi CM recently
went to Punjab, Uttarakhand
and Goa to campaign for the
party ahead of the announce-
ment of Assembly polls. In
April last year, his wife Sunita
Kejriwal had tested positive for
coronavirus, while he had
developed symptoms, he test-
ed negative.

Union Minister for Heavy
Industries Pandey was admit-
ted to Yashoda hospital,
Kaushambi, after he tested pos-
itive for Covid-19. “I was
unwell for the last two days due
to which I underwent the
Covid test and the report came
positive. All those who have
come in contact with me in the
last few days are requested to
take care of themselves and get
the necessary investigations
done,” he tweeted.

BJP MP Tiwari on Tuesday
said he tested positive for
Covid-19 and has isolated him-
self at home. “Was feeling
unwell since January 2 night. I
could not go for poll cam-
paigning in Rudrapur in
Uttarakhand due to mild fever
and cold. Have tested positive
today.” 

Continued on Page 2
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Delhi imposed weekend
lockdown amid Covid

surge with the national Capital
registering 5,481 fresh cases
and three deaths in past 24
hours while positivity rate
soared to 8.46 per cent, accord-
ing to health bulletins issued on
Tuesday. 

Meanwhile, in a major
relief for commuters, authori-
ties announced that city buses
and metro trains will run at
their full seating capacity
throughout the week in the
wake of long queues at various
bus stands and stations. The
order came as the Delhi
Government had feared that
bus stops and metro stations
could become super spreaders
after the seating capacity had
been halved and long queues
were seen at such places.

The decision to impose
further restrictions was taken
at a high-level meeting of the
Delhi Disaster Management

Authority (DDMA) chaired by
Lieutenant Governor Anil
Baijal.

The weekend curfew will
be in place from Friday 10pm
to Monday 5am.

After the meeting, Deputy

Chief Minister Manish Sisodia
said, “In view of the rise in
cases, the Government took a
few decisions at the DDMA
meeting today to help slow
down the spread of the virus.
Delhi will now have a weekend

curfew on Saturdays and
Sundays. We appeal to the
people to stay at home unless
extremely necessary, such as to
go to hospital.”

As per the DDMA order,
Government employees, bar-
ring those engaged in essential
services, have been asked to
work from home, while private
offices will remain open with
50 per cent capacity.

Continued on Page 2
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Washington: The US on
Monday reported over 1 mil-
lion Covid-19 cases amid rapid
spread of the Omicron variant.

The US health authorities
registered more than three
times as many new cases as in
any previous wave of the coro-
navirus, over 1 million report-
ed on Monday alone.

A substantial increase in
coronavirus infections was
expected when this week’s
numbers came out, but noth-
ing like this. About 1 of every
100 Americans will have been
reported as a positive case just
the last week. 

By Monday, Johns Hopkins
University data showed about
10,42,000 more cases than the
day before, and it wasn’t imme-
diately clear that all states had
reported in. That count clear-
ly includes hefty numbers of
backlogged cases.

About one-fifth of states
reported infections on Saturday

and one-third on Sunday. Still,
the previous single-day record
was about 5,91,000 cases, set on
Thursday.

The preliminary total for
Monday could drive the coun-
try to a weekly average of close
to 4,50,000 cases per day. The
previous highest total for a
whole week, 1.76 million, fig-
ures to be not only surpassed
but possibly doubled.

The US has recorded more

than 55 million confirmed
Covid-19 cases, or one for
every six people in the country
— and more than 8,26,000
deaths, according to Johns
Hopkins University data.

Meanwhile, the Food and
Drug Administration on
Monday expanded the emer-
gency use authorisation of a
booster dose of the Pfizer-
BioNTech coronavirus vaccine
to include youths 12 to 15.
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Kolkata: The CBI has submit-
ted a status report to the
Calcutta High Court on alleged
violence in West Bengal fol-
lowing the assembly elections
in April last year. 

The CBI said the state
police had referred 64 incidents
to it in accordance with an
order of a five-judge bench of
the high court, which directed
the agency to investigate
heinous crimes of murder, rape
and attempt to rape, while
other cases related to post-poll
violence were to be probed by
a special investigation team of
three senior IPS officers of
West Bengal cadre.

The CBI, which submitted
the status report before a divi-
sion bench presided over by
Chief Justice Prakash
Shrivastava on Monday, said
that out of 64 cases referred to
it by the state police, 39 alleged
offences were taken over by
CBI, which registered regular
cases, while 4 references are
under process.

It said 21 cases referred to
it were returned to the state

police/SIT "on the ground of
nature of offence", as CBI has
been mandated by the order of
the five-judge bench on August
19, 2021 to investigate post-poll
violence cases of murder, rape
and attempt to rape alone.

The CBI said it had also
received 29 complaints of sex-
ual assault from NHRC relat-
ed to sexual offences till
December 22, out of which it
has decided to hand over two
cases to the state SIT on the
grounds of nature of offences. 

It said  two complaints
relating to same incident of sex-
ual assault were received by
CBI which were amalgamated,
resulting in registration of only
one regular case for investiga-
tion. "Remaining cases are
under progress," it said,

The agency said that at the
time of submission of the status
report, CBI had registered 50
regular cases and one prelimi-
nary enquiry into the alleged
incidents of post-poll violence. 

The CBI said it had sub-
mitted charge sheet in 10 cases
while remaining cases are

under progress. The division
bench directed the state gov-
ernment to file a report in the
form of an affidavit on return
of people who had allegedly
been left homeless out of polit-
ical vendetta by the next date
of hearing on January 24.

The five-judge bench
presided over by the then
Acting Chief Justice Rajesh
Bindal had on August 19, 2021
ordered a CBI investigation
into all cases of alleged murder
and crime against women
regarding rape or attempt to
rape in post-poll violence in
West Bengal.

`Passing the judgement on
PILs seeking independent
probe in alleged violence in  the
state following the assembly
elections, the bench had
ordered constitution of a
Special Investigation Team
(SIT) comprising  three IPS
officers of the West Bengal
cadre to probe all other cases.

The bench had directed
that both the investigations
will be monitored by the high
court. PTI

Allahabad: With the coron-
avirus cases rising across the
country, Uttar Pradesh Deputy
Chief Minister Dinesh Sharma
Tuesday said the state govern-
ment is already prepared to
deal with the third wave of the
pandemic."We have given
instructions to all to follow the
Covid guidelines in letter and
spirit and have started the
process to expeditiously vacci-
nate schoolchildren," he told
reporters here.

He was in the city to attend
the fourth convocation of
Professor Rajendra Singh
(Rajju Bhaiya) University as the
special guest.

On the coronavirus vacci-
nation drive in the state, he said
about 86 per cent of the eligi-
ble population has been inoc-
ulated so far. 

The State Government is
ready to make available medi-
cines, oxygen, ventilators and
other facilities everywhere, he
said. "Whatever preparations
could have been done to deal
with coronavirus has been
done already by the govern-
ment," he said. 

The coronavirus situation
in Uttar Pradesh is currently
under control, and the gov-
ernment is assessing how it can
pan out in the future, the
deputy chief minister said. 

On the upcoming assembly
polls, he said people have liked
the works done by the Central
and state governments which is
indicated by the "huge crowds
that gather during the Jan
Vishwas Yatras" of the BJP. 

"I can say that Opposition
parties are desperate and dis-

appointed and are fighting
amongst themselves for the
second, third and the fourth
position," he said.

Sharma said the Samajwadi
Party is fighting with the
Bahujan Samaj Party which, in
turn, is trying to corner the
Congress. "And all three are
facing Owaisi's party (the
AIMIM)." 

All these parties take the
name of the BJP while com-
peting among themselves so
that they can compare them-
selves with the BJP, he said.

In his address at the con-
vocation ceremony, the deputy
chief minister said Uttar
Pradesh is ahead in imple-
menting the New Education
Policy and has also brought
radical changes in research
works. PNS
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Amajor disaster akin to the
recent stampede at Maa

Vaishno Devi was averted
when a near similar situation
occurred during a marathon
for young girls organised by the
Congress as part of its election
campaign in Bareilly on
Tuesday.

Luckily, only three girls
sustained minor injuries.

Reacting to the incident,
while the Congress alleged that
the incident was a fallout of the
laxity of the Bareilly district
administration and termed it as
a conspiracy, the Bharatiya
Janata Party said that the oppo-
sition party was making girls
“pawns” for its “petty politics”.

Local officials, however,
maintained that the turnout for
the event was much higher
than permitted.

City Magistrate of Bareilly,

Rajiv Pandey, said, “Permission
was given for the participation
of only 200 school students.
However, the number of those
who actually turned up for the
event was much higher. The
incident will be thoroughly
probed and action will be ini-
tiated against the guilty. Three
girls, who participated in the
marathon, were injured and
they were treated at the district
hospital. What led to the near
stampede-like situation, what
was the laxity, how a large
number of children gathered
there and the permission given
by the Higher Education
department are some of the
aspects that will be probed
threadbare.”

Pandey further said, “The
organisers had announced a
scooty as first prize for the
marathon winner. Participants
were over-excited to bag the
first prize leading to pushing

and shoving that led to a stam-
pede-like situation. Videos
showed there was no social dis-
tancing and many participants
were not wearing masks, vio-
lating Covid protocols.”

The Congress has been
organising marathons for girls
in different parts of Uttar
Pradesh under its 'Ladki Hoon,
Lad Sakti Hoon' poll pro-
gramme, an initiative taken by
party general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra's
women-centric agenda for the
upcoming assembly polls.

On Tuesday, a large num-
ber of participants of the long-
distance run had gathered
around 9 am at a school ground
and video clips showed that in
a rush to race ahead, partici-
pants stumbled and fell over
each other.

Local Congress leader and
former Bareilly Mayor Supriya
Aron said, “People had gone to

Vaishno Devi on a pilgrimage
(on New Year day) and what
happened there? What will
you call it? It is human ten-
dency to race ahead (of others).
Here it is girls, who are study-
ing in schools, and a little bit of
'bhaag daud' took place.”

Not ruling out a conspira-
cy angle, Aron said, “See, all
types of people manage to
sneak into such events. I will
also say there could be a pos-
sible conspiracy.”

In Lucknow, Congress
national spokesperson Supriya
Shrinate told reporters: “Events
like these are organised and
some incidents like this do hap-
pen. But they (the incidents)
should not have happened.
Such incidents will not recur.”

Meanwhile, a tweet posted
by UP BJP unit said, “Making
innocent girls pawns for your
petty politics, is the height of
shamelessness. 
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Singling out Samajwadi Party
for instigating Jawahar Bagh

riots during its tenure, Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
termed the opposition party as
“followers of Kans not Krishna”
and said that they should fear
Lord Krishna for giving birth
to unscrupulous elements like
Kans and for burning the state
in the fire of hatred.

“I am dedicating this
power project at Harduaganj
(Aligarh) and Lord Krishna
must be telling some people in
Lucknow in dream to cry over
their failures as the Bharatiya
Janata Party has done the work
they could not. Lord Krishna
must have also told them that
they did nothing for Mathura,
Gokul, Barsana or Vrindavan.
Contrarily they produced Kans
and caused Jawahar Bagh riots
in which superintendent of
police-rank officer Mukul
Dwivedi was martyred. Unhe
Bhagwan Krishna se matlab
nahi tha, woh log Kans ke
upasak the, aur kans hi paida

karte the,” Yogi said after inau-
gurating and laying the foun-
dation stones of 113 develop-
ment projects, including the
inauguration of 660 MW
Harduaganj thermal expan-
sion project, the first super-
critical unit of Uttar Pradesh
Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam
Limited, worth more than Rs
7,000 crore at Aligarh on
Tuesday.

On this occasion, the chief
minister also distributed tablets
and smartphones to students
and also announced the setting
up of a sugar mill at Satha.

Targeting Samajwadi Party,
Yogi said, “It was Mathura
where the first Kosi Kalan riots
took place. The Jawahar Bagh
incident took place in the same
district. Who would have for-
gotten the Muzaffarnagar riots
and the Aligarh controversy?
But now, Uttar Pradesh has
become riot-free as a result of
the work done by our public
representatives and police in
the last five years. ‘Aaj pradesh
me danga nahi, ganna paida
hota hai,” he said.

Mentioning COVID-19
management by his govern-
ment, the chief minister also
took a jibe at Akhilesh Yadav
saying, “The boy who does not
go to school for the entire year
and then attends classes in the
last month expects to top in the
examination, which is impos-
sible.”

“Today, when bulldozers
are razing the properties of
those who looted people, then
some people sitting in Saifai are
feeling the pinch most. Even
the brothers and sisters from
Italy are crying over bulldozers
ruining the mafia. Prior to
2017, public money was plun-
dered, development was
restricted to that of one fami-
ly in UP. 

The money meant for the
poor was hidden by them in
the walls. Now, we are digging
out the same money with JCBs
and giving tablets and smart-
phones to the youth and build-
ing houses for the poor. Earlier,
the state government used to
buy electricity at expensive
prices and pass the burden on

to the public and even then
power supply was inadequate,”
he claimed.

Talking about the unifor-
mity in words and deeds of the
BJP, Yogi said, “People have the
seven year-rule of the Narendra
Modi government and our
governance in UP for the last
five years to assess perfor-
mance. We said that we will
end terrorism from within the
country, Modi ji and Amit
Shah ji removed Article 370
relating to Jammu and
Kashmir. ‘Fark saaf hai, jo kaha
woh kiya’ (The difference is
clear, we delivered what we
promised).”

Yogi further said, “There
was a period when temple was
being demolished in Ayodhya,
temples in Kashi and Mathura
were being defiled. But now,
Modi ji gave a grand look to
Kashi Vishwanath Dham, a
grand temple of Lord Shri
Ram is being built in Ayodhya.
For Modi ji, 135 crore people
of the country are his family
while for some, only their fam-
ily matters.”
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The All India Muslim Personal
Law Board (AIMPLB) on

Tuesday opposed the directive of
the Central government to
organise 'Surya Namaskar' pro-
gramme in schools to mark the
75th anniversary of
Independence Day.

The programme is being
organised in schools across the
country between January 1 and
7 to mark Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav celebrations.
However, the AIMPLB has
opposed the move, saying Surya
Namaskar is a form of Surya
puja (worship of the Sun) and
Islam does not allow it.

Defying all logic, AIM-
PLB general secretary Maulana
Khalid Saifullah Rahmani said
in a statement issued on
Tuesday,” India is a secular
nation and the customs of the
majority community cannot
be 'imposed' on all religions. I
urge Muslim students to boy-
cott the Surya Namaskar pro-
gramme. 

Worshiping the Sun as a
deity is not allowed in Islam
and other religions. Therefore,
the government should with-
draw the order while respect-
ing the secular values of the
Constitution. If the govern-
ment has to organise any pro-
gramme in schools on
Independence Day, then it
should organise a programme
of songs and music related to
patriotism so that people of all
religions can take part in it.
Such a programme should not
be organised in schools so that
people of other religions face
trouble in participating."

The Centre has started the
Surya Namaskar initiative as
part of Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav. The 75 crore Surya
Namaskars project is also a trib-
ute to 75 years of India’s inde-
pendence. The yogic practice of
Surya Namaskar literally means
‘sun salutation’. The project
started on January 1 and will
last till February 20, 2022.

As per the Union AYUSH
Ministry, with 30 participating
states, 21,814 participating
institutions, the numbers are
growing.
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From Page 1
The number of “active

cases” in the State increased
from 52,422 cases to 63,308.
The fatality rate in the State
stood static at 2.1 per cent.    

Mumbai accounted for a
maximum of 47,476 active
cases, while there were 7953
active cases in Thane.  There
were 4202 active cases  in
Pune, followed by Palghar
(1605), Raigad  (1235), Nashik
(998), Nagpur (526), and Satara
(386) and Ahmednagar (380).

Of the 6,95,09,260 +sam-
ples sent to various laboratories
across the State so far, 67,30,494
have tested positive (9.68 per
cent) for COVID-19 until
Tuesday.

Currently, 3,98888,391

people are in home quarantine
while 1,110 people are in insti-
tutional quarantine. 

Meanwhile, the State
recorded 75cases of Omicron,
taking the total number of
new Covid-19 variant cases to
578 cases. All patients have
been reported by the National
Institute of Virology (NIV).

West Bengal on Tuesday

reported as many as 9,073
Covid-19 cases, highest-ever
single day rise, the State health
department notified. There are
as many as 25,475 active cases
in the state. 

In India, the Omicron vari-
ant has infected 1,892 people in
the country to date, according
to the government’s data. Of
the 1,892 Covid patients, 766
have been discharged.
Maharashtra and Delhi remain
the leading contributors with
568 and 382 infections, respec-
tively. Kerala, Rajasthan,
Gujarat and Tamil Nadu all fea-
ture in the top 10 most-hit
States due to the variant and
have over 100 infections
recorded so far. Telangana,
Karnataka, Haryana and
Odisha are other States in the
top 10 list in India, according
to the health ministry’s 
bulletin.

The daily positivity rate

was recorded at 3.24% while
the weekly positivity rate was
recorded at 2.05%, according to
the health ministry. 

The number of people who
have recovered from the dis-
ease surged to 3,43,06,414,
while the case fatality rate was
recorded at 1.38%, the health
ministry said.

The cumulative Covid vac-
cine doses administered in the
country crossed 146.61 crore
with more than 98 lakh shots
being administered on Monday
till 10.15 pm.

The State of Maharashtra,
which is home to India’s finan-
cial hub Mumbai, has so far
detected 568 cases of the
Omicron variant while the
Capital territory of Delhi
reported 382 cases. Together,
they account for around half of
all cases in India attributed to
the new heavily mutated 
strain.

Scientists have identified a
new strain of the Covid-19

causing virus in Southern
France. Known as ‘IHU’, the
B.1.640.2 variant has been
reported by researchers at insti-
tute IHU Mediterranee
Infection in at least 12 cases,
and has been linked to travel to
African country Cameroon.
However, the researchers noted
that it is too early to speculate
on how this variant behaves as
far as infection and protection
from vaccines is concerned.
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Shops in malls and shop-
ping complexes will be operate
on an odd- even basis from 10
am to 8 pm and every munic-
ipal corporate will be allowed
to have only one weekly mar-
ket that will be opened with 50
per cent capacity.

“All cinema halls, theatres
and multiplexes to be shut. All
auditoriums and assembly halls
will be closed. Capacity at
restaurants again reduced to 50
per cent and will operate from
10 am to 8 pm. Bars and spas
will operate from 12 pm to 8
pm with 50 per cent capacity.
Hotels to work as quarantine
centres. 20 people are allowed
at weddings and funerals.

Sisodia said, the number of
Covid -19 cases, especially of
Omicron, are increasing in
Delhi and the situation is wor-
rying. “We got to learn many
things from the past two waves

and this has also helped us
learn from the international
trend that Omicron has not
been very destructive till now.
But still we need to be prepared
and take this situation seriously. 

“At present Delhi has
reported about 11,000 cases. Of
which, only 350 people are
hospitalized and only 124
patients are on oxygen beds.
There are 7 people who are on
ventilators as of now. According
to experts, home-isolation is the
most effective way to recover
from the infection,” he said.City
on Monday reported 4,099
COVID-19 cases and positivi-
ty rate was 6.46 per cent.On
December 28, the DDMA
declared a ‘yellow alert’ after the
positivity rate crossed the 0.5
per cent mark, and closed down
cinemas and gyms. It had
directed shops selling non-
essential items to open on an
odd-even basis and reduced the
seating capacity in metro trains
and buses to 50 per cent. 

Night curfew from 11 pm
to 5 pm has already been
imposed in Delhi since
December 27.
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From Page 1 
The development is a stellar achievement for the BRO, as it

will provide the crucial link between the Union Territory (UT)
of Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh even during the peak win-
ter season. The BRO personnel had to work in temperatures dip-
ping below minus ten besides blizzards and stiff wind. 

Covered under project Vijayak, the Zoji La pass is normally
closed during the winter months. The BRO has been working
on extending the winter operations of the pass by deploying
equipment and personnel. Keeping Zoji La pass open in
January is a daunting task and comes as a continuation of the
BRO’s effort to keep Zoji La open in December and the winter
months that follow. 

The BRO and other agencies are engaged in the construc-
tion of the 14.2 km long Zoji La road tunnel under the moun-
tain pass. Inaugurated in 2018, the tunnel, once ready will reduce
the travel time of over three hours to just 15 minutes. Ladakh
administration and the locals lauded the efforts that this addi-
tional window reduces the logistic burden on the UT adminis-
tration and helps the local inhabitants to stock additional rations
and supplies to brave the impending harsh winters.

In the first three days of 2022, about 178 vehicles have been
able to transit through the pass by the collective assistance of the
BRO and the Police personnel.

The numbers are significant because after the temperatures
plummet to Minus 20 degree centigrade, the road faced assault
from frost and blizzard,  which can cause accidents.

From Page 1
As a precautionary mea-

sure, I isolated myself yesterday
(Monday) only. Please take
care of you and your families”,
Tiwari said in a tweet in Hindi.

TMC leader Babul Supriyo
on Tuesday informed that he

has tested positive for Covid-
19 amid the fears of the
Omicron variant. Along with
Supriyo, his wife, his father and
multiple staff have also tested
positive for the deadly virus.

Maharashtra Minister
Balasaheb Thorat has been
tested positive for Covid-19. “I
have tested positive for Covid-
19. I am asymptomatic and tak-
ing treatment on the advice of
a doctor. I appeal to all those
who have come in my contact
to get themselves tested. I urge
everyone to wear a mask and

follow all COVID-19 proto-
cols,” Thorat tweeted.

A total of 1,892 cases of
Omicron variant of coron-
avirus have been detected
across 23 States and Union
Territories so far, out of which
766 have recovered or migrat-
ed, according to the Union
Health Ministry’s data updat-
ed on Tuesday. Maharashtra
has recorded the maximum
number of 568 cases, followed
by Delhi (382), Kerala (185),
Rajasthan (174), Gujarat (152),
and Tamil Nadu (121).
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Amidst the surge in Covid – 19
cases in the national Capital, the

Delhi Government on Tuesday
directed all private hospitals and
nursing homes with 50 beds or
more to reserve at least 40 per cent
of their total bed capacity.

It may  be noted, the positivity
rate increased from 2.44 per cent on
December 31, 2021 to more than
eight per cent on Tuesday.

It also said that the transmissi-
bility of the variant is very high and
the number of Omicron positive
cases in the community are rising
exponentially. 

"Therefore, the keepers of all
private hospitals/nursing homes
having total bed capacity of 50 beds
or more are directed to reserve at
least 40 percent of their total bed
capacity (i.e. 40 percent of ward bed
capacity and 40 percent of lCU bed
capacity) for Covid patients," read
the order issued by the Nursing
Home Cell of the Delhi 
Directorate General of Health
Services (DGHS).

Meanwhile, a large number of
doctors and paramedics in Delhi are
turning out to be COVID positive

which might put the city's health
infrastructure under severe strain,
experts said on Tuesday.

At least 50 doctors have tested
Covid positive at AIIMS in Delhi
while 26 have been diagnosed with
the disease at the Safdarjung
Hospital, officials said.   Forty-five
healthcare workers, including 38
doctors, have contracted Covid at
the Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital
in the last few days, according to an
official.

At the North Delhi Municipal
Corporation-run Hindu Rao
Hospital at least 30 doctors have
contracted Covid while at the Delhi
Government-run Lok Nayak
Hospital it is seven, sources said.
Even though the Delhi Government
repeatedly stressed that most cases
this time would be mild or asymp-
tomatic not requiring hospitalisa-
tion, data shows an uptick in the
number of Covid patients in hos-
pitals and those requiring oxygen
and ventilator support.

Experts said that since the
highly transmissible Omicron vari-
ant is going to infect people in a
never-seen-before number, those
requiring medical care in hospitals
will also be proportionate.

Gurugram: The Haryana
Government has imposed Covid
restrictions in Gurugram for clo-
sure timings from 5 pm to 5 am on
the market, malls, shops, liquor
vends and others. 

More than 50 liquor contrac-
tors from the East/West zone
protested at the office of the District
Excise Commissioner in Gurugram
on Tuesday and tender a memo-
randum to the Commissioner and
urged to extend their liquor shop
closure timing at present from 5
pm to 11 pm and if not so they
demanded a rebate in the license
fee.

"The government has imposed
timing restrictions due to covid-19,
however, we are not against the
government order but our 90%
businesses have been hampered
due to liquor shops closure timing
till 5 pm. Maximum people used to
buy liquor during the evening
hours and if our shops will be
closed at 5 pm how our business
will run as we are paying a hefty
licence fee to the government,"

Rohit Yadav, a liquor contractor
said.

The contractors said while the
bar and restaurant can operate till
11 pm with 50% occupancy but the
closure of liquor vends at 5 pm
makes no sense. Currently the
liquor vends open timing is 9 am
to 5 pm.

"We just urge before the com-
missioner to extend our timing
from current 5 pm to 11 pm so that
we can run our business. With this
restriction, our business has been
drastically hampered and if they
will not rebate us we have no option
but to close our establishment or in
future, we will decide our future
course of action. We are already fol-
lowing all covid restrictions,'
Vikram Yadav, another liquor con-
tractor said.

An official of the excise depart-
ment requesting anonymity said
they have received a memorandum
given by the liquor contractor they
will inform the government over
the issue and necessary help will be
provided to them.

Gurugram: A team of the District Town
and Country Planning (DTCP) department
conducted a demolition drive in Gurugram
against the illegal constructions on Tuesday.

DTP R.S. Batth along with PA Satinder
Kumar and JE Anand carried out a demo-
lition drive in village Bhaorakalan, Pataudi
in Gurugram.

During the drive, 4 unauthorised
colonies in approximately 10 acres were
demolished with the help of earthmovers.
Hundreds of policemen were present at the
spot to deal with any untoward incident. 

"All four colonies were at initial stages
and demarcation of plots by way of DPCs,
boundary walls was being done. A total of
10 under construction structures, dealer
office was demolished and approximately
50 DPCs, sewer line and road network was
demolished," Batth said.

The officials assume that the road net-
work width and the sizes of plots it
appeared that the colony was intended to
be used for small plots.

"We appeal to the people not to invest
their hard-earned money in such illegal
colonies. The department will also ensure
strict action against developers," Batth
added. 

New Delhi: The Delhi Assembly on Tuesday
passed a Bill for setting up a world-class teach-
ers' training university that would offer pro-
grammes such as BA-BEd and BSc-BEd. The
Delhi Teachers' University Bill was introduced
in the House on Monday by Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia who also holds the
education portfolio. 

During a discussion on the Bill, he said
the university will set a benchmark in teach-
ers' training and enhance the quality of edu-
cation.

Taking a jibe at Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, he said the Sports University unveiled
in Meerut copied the model of the one
announced in Delhi.

"I felt very happy when the prime min-
ister said students of the Sports University will
gain degrees by excelling in sports and win-
ning medals. This is exactly what we aimed
and said while establishing a Sports University
here in Delhi," Sisodia said in the House.

The Delhi Teachers' University will be
spread over 12 acres of land in Bakkarwala vil-
lage. It will have lecture halls, digital labs and
a library with world-class facilities for 5000
students.

Sisodia had on January 1 visited the
under-construction campus of the universi-
ty in Bakkarwala and asked officials to expe-
dite the construction work so that the session
could be started at the earliest.

The university will offer teacher educa-
tion programmes such as BA-BEd and BSc-
BEd to create a new generation of teachers.
Students of the university will collaborate with
Delhi government schools for the duration of
their courses and get hands-on experience
with a focus on research.

Participating in the discussion on the Bill,
AAP MLA Atishi said the Delhi government
has done remarkable work in the field of edu-
cation and teachers training. 

It not only improved school infrastruc-
ture and education standards but also invest-
ed in the training of teachers, she said.

"If we want to invest in teachers then we
will have to invest in their training. The Delhi
government increased the budget of teachers
training from Rs 10 crore to Rs 100 crore.
Teachers and principals of government
schools were sent to best institutions such as
IIMs in India and abroad for training purposes
by the AAP government," Atishi said in the
House.’ PTI

New Delhi: The mercury rose
by a few notches in Delhi on
Tuesday as the minimum tem-
perature was recorded at 8.5
degrees Celsius, a notch above
normal, officials said.

On Monday, the minimum
temperature was 5.4 degrees
Celsius, two notches below the
season's average, while the
maximum temperature was
21.5 degrees Celsius, two
degrees above normal.

The maximum tempera-
ture on Tuesday was recorded
at 23.2 degrees Celsius, four
notches above normal, the
India Meteorological
Department said. The relative
humidity level was 95 per cent
in the morning. The mini-
mum and maximum tempera-
tures on Wednesday are likely
to settle around 9 degrees
Celsius and 20 degrees Celsius,
respectively. The air

quality in Delhi was recorded
in the 'very poor' category on
Tuesday. The air quality index
(AQI) was recorded at 360
around 8.45 pm, according to
the Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB). An AQI
between zero and 50 is con-
sidered 'good', 51 and 100 'sat-
isfactory', 101 and 200 'mod-
erate', 201 and 300 'poor', 301
and 400 'very poor', and 401
and 500 'severe'. PTI 

New Delhi: The city's wedding industry
has urged Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal to ease covid protocols imposed
on wedding-gatherings in view of rising
Covid cases. 

Amid the peak season of weddings,
the industry body called for a meeting with
the government suggesting measures it
could follow during gatherings.

The industry body wrote the gov-
ernment a letter saying 99 per cent wed-
dings are getting postponed or cancelled
due to capping of guests to 20 people.

Citing other industries which are
allowed to function with 50 per cent capac-
ity, such as hotels, it said no such provi-
sions have been made for the wedding
industry.

The abrupt shutdown without any fall
back plan in place for them have made the
industry suffer major losses, it said.
In its letter, the body suggested a few mea-
sures it could follow as COVID protocol. 

It said all guests at the time of entry
could be made to submit double vaccine
certificate and go through temperature
check before entering the venue. 

It said entry will not be permitted
without mask. For those part of the
wedding team, the industry said it will be
subjected to same rules and a few more. 
It recommended submitting an RTPCR
test report (48 hours) by the organisers of

their entire team to the respective District
Collector office. 

It also recommended sanitising of the
venue twice a day.

The wedding industry in its letter
urged the Delhi Government to allow them
to host events with space of four square
feet/person or with capacity of 200 peo-
ple. 

Delhi reported three Covid fatalities
on Tuesday, its most in one day after over
four months, while logging 5,481 fresh
cases, the highest since May 16.

The city government has announced
weekend curfew to curb the contagion dri-
ven by the fast-spreading Omicron vari-
ant. According to official data, as on
Tuesday, the case positivity rate moved up
to 8.37 per cent -- the highest since May
17 when it was 8.42 per cent.

With the cases mounting, deputy
Chief Minister Manish Sisodia announced
a return of the weekend curfew as the Delhi
Disaster Management Authority (DDMA)
decided to reimpose some more restric-
tions. PTI

New Delhi: The Delhi High Court on
Tuesday said that in case there were no
guidelines issued by the Centre, it expect-
ed the city Government to expeditiously
consider the issue of early re-testing of inter-
national travellers who test positive for
Covid-19 on arrival.

Justice Rekha Palli, who was hearing
a petition by a mother whose 18-year-old
son from the United Kingdom was admit-
ted to a private hospital here for isolation
after testing positive for the virus upon his
arrival, also asked the Delhi government
why the genome sequencing report of the
patient -- who was stated to be positive for
the omicron variant-- cannot be shared with
him.

The judge noted that during the pen-
dency of the petition, the petitioner's son
tested negative and was discharged from
Fortis Hospital.

The petitioner told the court although
her son was now with her, several other
patients were being held up in various
health facilities for days as the hospitals
were not conducting COVID-19 re-tests
periodically. 

It was also contended that the mother
has the "right to know" and should thus be
given the genome sequencing report of her
son. “It is expected that in case no
guidelines are issued by the Union of India,
the Delhi government will expeditiously
consider the matter so that patients, like the
petitioner's son, do not suffer. Delhi gov-

ernment will also inform why the genome
test report can't be made available," the
judge ordered.

The petitioner, represented by lawyer
Vikram Hegde, had moved the court last
month seeking to know the outcome of the
genome sequencing test carried on her son.

The counsel for the hospital stat-
ed that while the COVID-19 test report has
been given to the patient, the genome
sequencing report, which disclosed that the
presence of omicron variant, was not given
to him as the same was only with the gov-
ernment authorities.

“We don't have a copy of the genome
report. We get an excel sheet (from the
authorities),” said counsel Arjun Dewan,
appearing for Fortis.

In response to the petitioner's asser-
tion that the hospital was not conducting
any re-test upon her son when he was
admitted, the lawyer said that the hospital
administration was only following the
Delhi government directive that interna-
tional travellers who test positive for the
virus have to be re-tested on the tenth day
of the first test or after three days of being
asymptomatic, whichever is later. Delhi gov-
ernment counsel Arun Panwar said the
directive was in line with the guidelines
issued by the Centre and sought time to
seek instructions.

Central government counsel Bharati
Raju stated that there was no ban on repeat
RT-PCR in their guidelines. PTI
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In order to ensure smooth running and
real-time monitoring of oxygen supply in

the national capital, Delhi Government has
started installing telemetry devices on oxy-
gen tanks of government and private hos-
pitals.

The Kejriwal government has issued an
action plan under which telemetry devices
will be installed in the oxygen tanks of 53
big government and private hospitals of
Delhi.

“Real-time oxygen stock monitoring will
be done through these telemetry devices
installed in tanks that will help in supplying
oxygen as per the need and ensure trans-
parency,” the health ministry said in a
statement.

The decision was taken after experi-
encing a sudden shortage of oxygen in hos-
pitals across the country last year and many
hospitals started sounding the emergency
alarm of running out of oxygen. The mas-
sive case load registered last year coupled
with high death rate, had left the authorities
in lurch. “At that time, the process of allo-
cation of oxygen was being controlled by the
central government, due to which it became
very difficult to arrange oxygen for all the
states,” it said.

“The Kejriwal government has decided
to install 100 remote telemetry devices in
Liquid Medical Oxygen Storage Tanks in 53

major hospitals of Delhi so that real-time
monitoring can be done centrally through
the Delhi government’s COVID War Room.
These 100 oxygen storage tanks have a total
capacity of 845.92 MT. With this device, the
government will be able to ensure the
information of oxygen availability on a real-
time basis and oxygen will be delivered on
time to the needy hospital without any has-
sle,” it said.

With this facility, live monitoring of oxy-
gen levels will be done through the Delhi
Government COVID war room, it said,
adding that this will help in monitoring how
much oxygen is available in which hospital
so that oxygen can be delivered to the needy
hospital in time in case of emergency.

“The telemetry device will help in
transmitting the live information of the
amount of oxygen present in each liquid
medical oxygen tank to the war room of the
Delhi government. This will help in finding
out how much oxygen is left in which hos-
pital so that oxygen can be delivered to that
hospital in time,” it added.

Liquid Medical Oxygen is nothing but
high purity oxygen which is used for med-
ical treatment. The medical oxygen is stored
in large tankers outside hospitals and deliv-
ered to patients through pipelines or through
oxygen cylinders when needed. Telemetry
devices are installed in these liquid medical
oxygen tanks so that they can be monitored
on a real-time basis.
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The Delhi Police has arrested a 25-year-old
man for allegedly cheating over 150 people

on the pretext of sending them abroad on work
visas.

According to Priyanka Kashyap, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP), east district,
police noticed some suspicious activities at Focus
Travels running at Laxmi Nagar.

The accused has been identified as
Mohammad Mohsin alias Parvez Ahmad (25),
a resident of Muradabad in Uttar Pradesh.

“Later, it was found that a syndicate was
running there which was involved in cheating
people on the pretext of sending them abroad
on work visas. Two persons -- Parvej Ahmad and
Vishal Choudhary -- were running the office.
The office was found locked for two to three days
and some persons were wandering near the
premises,” said the DCP.

“Ahmad and Choudhary took Rs 22,000
from each of them for sending them to New
Zealand, Kuwait and other countries of Middle
East on work visa. Now they were not available
in their office, but demanding more money to
return their passports,” said the DCP.

“During investigation, Ahmad was located
in Delhi on Friday and was arrested from near
Laxmi Nagar metro station. Ahmad disclosed
his real name as Mohammad Mohsin and his
associate’s name as Mohammad Farhad (Vishal
Choudhary),” said the DCP.

“He told police that he and his associate have

been running a travel agency called Focus
Travels. They have their agents in various states
who used to induce people to send them abroad
on work visas, the DCP said.

The agents used to send such people to the
Laxmi Nagar office. The accused used to col-
lect the original passports of the victims and
charge Rs 22,000 to 35,000 from each person.
They had planned to close their office as they
have already cheated more than 150 people, she
said. 

Mohsin worked as electrician in Zakir
Nagar in Delhi where he came in contact with
Farhad who led him in the crime, police said,
adding that 101 passports, seven fake air tick-
ets etc. were recovered from his possession.
Investigation is on to nab the co-accused.
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New Delhi: Over 9,600 people had
been diagnosed with dengue in the
national capital last year, which was the
highest reported count of cases of the
vector-borne disease here since 2015,
according to a civic report released on
Tuesday.

Twenty-three persons, including
several minors and an eight-month-old
boy, had succumbed to dengue in the
last dengue season.

After showing a spike in cases in
the past many weeks, only 68 fresh
cases have been logged in the last one
week, and no new cases of death have
been reported.    

According to the civic body's
report on vector-borne diseases
released on Tuesday, a total of 9,613
dengue cases and 23 deaths were
recorded till December 31. Till
December 25, the tally had stood at

9,545.
A total 1,337 cases were recorded

in December, while November logged
6,739 cases, the highest for that month
in at least the last six years. In the
previous years, the total dengue cases
reported were 4,431 (2016), 4,726
(2017), 2,798 (2018), 2,036 (2019) and
1,072 (2020), according to the report.

In 2015, the city had witnessed a
massive outbreak of dengue with the
number of cases crossing 10,600 in
October itself, making it the worst out-
break of the vector-borne disease in the
national capital since 1996.

The number of dengue fatalities
this year is the highest in the nation-
al capital since 2016, when the officially
reported death count was 10. T h e
national capital recorded two deaths
due to dengue in 2019, four in 2018,
and 10 each in 2017 and 2016.

The number of deaths due to
dengue in years preceding 2020, had
stood at -- two (in 2019); four (2018);
10 (2017); and 10 (2016), according to
the official tally maintained by the
South Delhi Municipal Corporation
(SDMC). 

On November 17, the city had
recorded a total of 5,277 dengue cases,
making it the highest number of cases
of the vector-borne disease recorded
in the national capital in a year since
2015. A total of 1,072 cases and one
death, were logged in the entire year
in 2020, according to the report
released by the SDMC, the nodal
agency for tabulating data on vector-
borne diseases in the city.

The 6,739 cases reported in
November, is by far the highest num-
ber of cases recorded in a month this
year. PTI
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The national Capital saw a
single day rise of 5,481

fresh Covid-19 infections on
Tuesday, taking the total tally
of Covid-19 cases to 14, 63,701
while the active cases registered
an increase for the fifth con-
secutive day reaching at 14,889
on Tuesday.

With three fresh fatalities,
the total death toll climbed to
25,113, according to a health
bulletin issued by the Delhi
government on Tuesday.

The positivity rate record-
ed at 8.37 per cent. As per the
health bulletin, a total of 65,487
tests -- 50,461 RT-PCR and
15,026 rapid antigen -- were
conducted a day ago.

According to the health
bulletin, only 531 of the 9,042
beds in Delhi hospitals are
occupied.

Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on Sunday
had said though the capital is
witnessing a sharp spike in the
number of daily cases and
active cases of coronavirus,

there is no need to panic as
most patients are asympto-
matic or have very mild symp-
toms and do not need hospi-
talisation.

Witnessing spike in cases,
the Delhi Disaster
Management Authority
(DDMA) on Tuesday decided
to impose weekend curfew in
the national capital in view of
the surge in Covid cases driven

by the fast-spreading Omicron
variant, sources said.

According to the DDMA-
approved Graded Response
Action Plan (GRAP), a posi-
tivity rate of more than five per
cent for two consecutive days
is one of the criteria to declare
a 'red alert' which would mean
a 'total curfew' and halting of
most economic activities in
the Capital.
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New Delhi: Jamia Millia Islamia has
directed that only those employees
who have received at least one dose of
the anti-coronavirus vaccine will be
allowed entry in their offices and
departments, in order to prevent the
spread of Covid-19 in the campus.

In an order issued on December
31, the university said action will be
taken against those employees who
have not even taken a single dose of
vaccine and they shall not be allowed
entry in their offices. "The
period of absence from duties of such
employees shall be treated as 'On
Leave' till the administration of the first
dose of Covid-19 vaccine," the order
stated.

The order said the administration
of the first dose of the vaccine/com-
plete vaccination will be verified by the
department concerned through the
Arogya Setu app or through the vac-
cination certificate produced by the
employee concerned. PTI
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More evidence is emerging
that the Omicron coron-

avirus variant is affecting the
upper respiratory tract, which
results in milder symptoms
than previous strains, a World
Health Organization (WHO)
official said on Tuesday.

“We are seeing more and
more studies pointing out that
Omicron is infecting the upper
part of the body. Unlike the
other ones, that could cause
severe pneumonia,” WHO
Incident Manager Abdi
Mahamud said, noting that it
could be “good news”.

However, he added
Omicron’s high transmissibility
means it will become dominant
within weeks in many places,
posing a threat in countries
where a high portion of the pop-
ulation remains unvaccinated.

His remarks on the
reduced risks of severe disease
chime with other data includ-
ing a study from South Africa

which was one of the first
countries where Omicron was
detected.

While hailing the poten-
tially “good news”, Mahamud
stressed that Omicron’s high
transmissibility means it will
become dominant within weeks
in many places - thus posing a

threat in countries where a
high portion of the population
remains unvaccinated.

His remarks on the
reduced risks of severe disease
chime with other data, includ-
ing a recent study from 
South Africa. 

However, Mahamud also

sounded a note of caution,
calling the country an “outlier”
since it has a young population
among other factors.

Asked about whether an
Omicron-specific vaccine was
needed, Mahamud said it was
too early to say but noted the
decision required global coor-

dination and should not be left
to the commercial sector to
decide alone.

A recent study, which is yet
to be peer reviewed, showed
that when compared with both
Delta and the original coron-
avirus, the Omicron variant
was quicker at getting into the
upper airways and lungs, but
much slower at infiltrating the
lung tissue itself.

A combined United States
and Japanese study — still
under peer review — found
that rodents that were infected
with Omicron had less lung
damage, lost less weight and
were less likely to die than those
infected with Delta.

Meanwhile, a team study-
ing the Omicron variant in
Glasgow believe this variant is
unable to infect the lung cells
as much, because an essential
protein that usually helped
previous SARS-COV-2 variants
to gain entry into the lung cells
bound less strongly to
Omicron.
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The Centre is all set to
undertake the country’s

first ever cultural survey of
India’s villages christened as
‘Mera Gaon, Meri Dharohar’
through a mobile application. 

The Ministry of Culture
has partnered with the
Common Services Centres
(CSC), under the Ministry of
Electronics & IT (MEITY), in
this regard.

The survey seeks to docu-
ment the cultural identity at the
village level by involving citi-
zens to share what makes their
village, block, or district
unique. The entire exercise is
expected to be completed by
mid-2022.

Under the survey, a CSC
Village Level Entrepreneur
called VLEs will conduct meet-
ings with citizens at the villages
and then upload interesting
facts about their village, its
places of interest, customs and
traditions, famous personali-
ties, festivals and beliefs, art and
culture, etc., on to the applica-
tion. VLEs will also upload
photos and videos regarding
these aspects of the application.  

Speaking about the survey,

Dr. Dinesh Tyagi, Managing
Director, CSC, said: “India has
a unique cultural identity root-
ed in its villages. No one can
understand it better than the
CSC VLEs who are embedded
in the community they serve.
This survey builds upon a suc-
cessful track record of CSCs
engaging on official enumera-
tions like the 7th Economic
Census and some other surveys
done for the state govern-
ments.”

Tyagi added “the availabil-
ity of digital technology and
tools has enabled such a unique
and massive survey to be con-
ducted at the grassroots. 
CSC, with its skilled team of
digital entrepreneurs, will assist
the Government in successful-
ly mapping the cultural iden-
tity of India.”

As per the agreement
signed between the two entities,
CSC will develop a mobile
application and train the VLEs
in conducting the survey. Over
4 lakh Village Level
Entrepreneurs (VLEs), man-
aging the CSCs across the
country, will conduct the sur-
vey in 6.38 lakh villages and
upload the details on to the
application.

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court has agreed to hear on
Wednesday a plea related to the
Economically Weaker Section
(EWS) quota in NEET-PG
admissions, after the Centre
sought urgent hearing in the
matter. A bench comprising
Chief Justice of India (CJI) NV
Ramana and justices Surya
Kant and Hima Kohli took note
of the submissions of Solicitor
General Tushar Mehta, who
appeared for the Centre, that
the matter pertains to admis-
sions to post-graduate medical
courses and that students have
been facing difficulties.

“It concerns EWS of the
society. There’s a statement
made by us which prevents fur-
ther counselling of resident
doctors,” the law officer sub-
mitted, seeking urgent hearing
of the matter. “Resident doctors
are protesting and their con-
cerns are genuine.” 

The CJI said, “The problem
is it is a three-judge bench mat-
ter, this entire week is a mis-

cellaneous week. Let me see if
tomorrow, some judge is avail-
able, we will constitute a bench.
Let me see. If possible, I will
constitute a three-judge bench
or it will go before a Division
bench tomorrow.”

The CJI said the first week
after the winter vacation is the
miscellaneous week and hence,
no three judge bench was avail-
able except the one led by him. 

On Monday, a bench head-
ed by Justice DY Chandrachud
had told the Centre that a
bench of requisite strength can
be set up by the CJI as the EWS
quota matter is being heard by
a three-judge bench. PTI
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has pro-

visionally attached assets worth
Rs 27.87 lakh belonging to the
family members and associates
of Dilip Sahni, alias Dilip
Kumar Sahni, alias Nitesh of
Hajipur, Vaishali, Bihar under
the provisions of Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA). Sahni is an active
member of the banned CPI
(Maoist).

Properties attached are in
the form of three land parcels,
LIC policies, fixed deposits; and
balance held in bank and a
motor cycle, all amounting to
Rs 27.87 lakh, the ED said in a
statement.

The ED had initiated
money laundering investiga-
tion on the basis of 12 FIRs
lodged in various police sta-
tions of Bihar, against Sahni. 

Scrutiny of the
FIRs/chargesheets revealed that
he is a habitual offender and is
accused of the several offences
under Indian Penal Code,
Arms Act, Explosive
Substances Act and 
unlawful activities for the crime
related to murder, attempt to
murder, criminal conspiracy,
use of arms and ammunition 
in Bihar.

Investigation under PMLA
revealed that the accused has
invested the proceeds of crime,
for acquiring various immov-
able properties and deposits
with bank in the name of his
family members so as to pro-
ject them as untainted. 

Further investigation in
this matter is under progress, 
it added.
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The Congress continued to
mount pressure on Centre

over its handling over the bor-
der issues related to China.
Former party president Rahul
Gandhi on Tuesday questioned
the silence of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi over reports of
China constructing a bridge on
the Pangong Tso Lake in
Ladakh near the Line of Actual
Control (LAC).

“PM’s silence is deafening.
Our land, our people, our bor-
ders deserve better,” Rahul
Gandhi said on Twitter.

Leader of the Opposition
in the Rajya Sabha, Mallikarjun
Kharge, also targeted the
Narendra Modi Government
by alleging that it is busy in
elections when the ‘enemy’ is at
India’s gate. “China is busy
building a bridge on Pangong
Tso to make it easier to deploy
troops. Meanwhile, Beijing
Janata Party leaders led by PM

(Prime Minister) & HM
(Home Minister) are busy in
election rallies. Enemy is at our
gates. PM Modi is taking a sies-
ta. One has to open their eyes
to show the promised Lal
Aankh!” tweeted Kharge.

Congress and Rahul
Gandhi have been critical of the
Government’s handling of the
border situation with China in

eastern Ladakh and questioned
the Government over media
reports that the Chinese troops
had unfurled the Chinese flag
at the Galwan Valley.

“How dare China raise the
Chinese flag over Galwan val-
ley, where only the Indian
Tricolour can be flown, unfurled
proudly. It is a bounden duty of
our government and the Prime
Minister to ensure that Chinese
transgression into India’s terri-
tories is defeated decisively,”
Congress chief spokesperson
Randeep Surjewala had said.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has pro-

visionally attached the assets
worth �3.36 crore belonging to
Panna Lal Mahto, alias Ganjhu,
and others under the provision
of Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) relat-
ed to the offences of human
trafficking.

The attached properties
include five land parcels in
Argora, Ranchi, four land
parcels in Khunti district, cash
deposits of Rs 17.71 lakh in var-
ious bank accounts and one
Toyota Fortuner vehicle, the

ED said in a statement.
The ED initiated money

laundering investigation on
the basis of FIRs and
chargesheet registered by Anti
Human Trafficking Unit
(AHTU) District-Khunti
Jharkhand against Panna Lal
Mahto and his accomplices.

Further, the FIR bearing
No. 07/19 dated July 19. 2019 of
AHTU, Khunti, Jharkhand was
taken over by the National
Investigation Agency (NIA),
Ranchi which also filed
chargesheet under the sections
of Indian Penal Code, Inter-
State Migrant Workmen
(Regulation of Employment

and Conditions of Services)
Act, 1979 and Juvenile Justice
(Care and protection) Act, 2015.

“During investigation
under PMLA, it was revealed
that Panna Lal Mahto and his
accomplices were running
Human Trafficking racket in
the guise of several Placement
Agencies in Delhi which used
to do illicit trade of poor and
innocent persons (including
minors) from different dis-
tricts of Jharkhand on the pre-
text of providing them jobs in
Delhi and further trafficked
them to different states as
domestic servant and other
purposes, who were never paid

actual wages or the wages as
promised to them,” it said.

These placement agencies
were running without obtaining
license under the Delhi Private
Placement Agencies (Regulation)
Order, 2014 or the labourers (vic-
tims) were registered under the
provisions of The Inter-State
Migrant Workmen (Regulation
of Employment and Conditions
of Service) Act, 1979.

Mahto and his accomplices
used to ill-treat the victims and
did not allow them to return to
their respective native village
and forced them to work against
their desire. By committing the
scheduled offence under the

PMLA, Panna Lal Mahto in
connivance with others had
trafficked about 5,000 persons
through their well-organized
placement agency racket in
Delhi as he had himself admit-
ted in his statement given to the
ED that he had acquired assets
to the extent of Rs 4.5-5 crore.

Investigation under PMLA,
2002 revealed that Panna Lal
Mahto alias Ganjhu has
acquired various immovable
and movable properties to the
tune of Rs 3.36 crore,in his
name and in the name of his
wife Sunita Devi and project-
ed them as untainted proper-
ties, it added.
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Reports of doctors and health
care being stung by the

highly transmissible Omicron
and Covid-19 have started
emerging from all across the
country, including the national
Capital, in what could be called
a worrying development that
might stress the health system
in the near future. 

This is also likely to add
anxiety among the doctors,
say health experts as they called
for interventions that empha-
sise physicians’ ability to work
safely and efficiently in pro-
viding care to the patients.

However, so far most of the
doctors that have been found
positive have shown mild
symptoms unlike in the second
wave of Covid-19 when delta
virus had taken lives of at least
798 doctors in the country of
which maximum 128 doctors

lost their lives in Delhi, fol-
lowed by Bihar at 115.

“This time symptoms are
mostly minor and no hospital-
ization is required for any case.
Most of the doctors who have
reported positive for Covid
are all isolating themselves,”
said an official from the Union
Health Ministry, adding that
most of them have received two
doses of Covid-19 vaccines.

In Delhi, at least a total 180
doctors from six big hospitals
have tested positive amid a
steep rise in Covid infections.
To begin with, in the country’s
premier health institution All
India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS), Delhi, at
least 50 doctors have gone into
isolation after some tested pos-
itive while others showed
symptoms of Covid-19. The
hospital has already canceled
the doctors’ winter vacation
amid rising Covid cases. In a
notice issued on Monday, the
AIIMS Delhi directed all fac-

ulty members to join back
their duty with immediate
effect at the hospital.

Apart from AIIMS, more
than 23 doctors at the
Safdarjung Hospital, also in the
national capital, have also test-
ed positive for the coronavirus
over the past one week.

“These are not Omicron
cases. Symptoms are mostly
minor and no hospitalization is
required for any case. They are
all isolating themselves,” said a
doctor from Ram Manohar
Hospital, which caters to a
large number of patients par-
ticularly from poor strata. At
Least  25 medicos are in isola-
tion at the RML. There are
reports of doctors from
Maulana Azad Medical College
and Guru Teg Bahadur
Hospital showing Covid like
symptoms.

In Punjab’s Patiala, a total
of 80 people, including doctors,
students and support staff, of
the Government Rajindra

Hospital and Medical College
have tested positive for the
virus as the district is  turning
out to be the worst-hit region
in terms of a rising number of
coronavirus cases.

District Epidemiologist Dr
Sumeet Singh said 22 resident
doctors, 34 medical students,
nine faculty members and 15
support and paramedical staff at
the Government Rajindra
Hospital and Medical College
have tested positive for Covid-19.

Similarly, in Bihar, ten med-
ical staff of the Indira Gandhi
Institute of Medical Sciences
(IGIMS) Patna and four med-
ical staff of Jayprabha Medanta
hospital have been found to be
corona positive. So were the 96
junior doctors of Nalanda
Medical College and Hospital
(NMCH) in the North State.

In Pune, at least 49 female
MBBS students and two staff
members from the
Government Medical College
at Miraj in Sangli district have
tested positive for coronavirus.
“All students are largely asymp-
tomatic and stable. As a pre-
caution they have been admit-
ted to the hospital attached to
the college. The infection was
reported in one section of the
hostel as students used to gath-
er for meals in the mess,” said
Dean Dr Sudhir Nanandkar.

In West Bengal, around 35
doctors have been infected at

Dr R Ahmed Dental College
and Hospital while 36 doctors
have tested positive for Covid
at the Chittaranjan Seva Sadan
Hospital. Regional Institute of
Ophthalmology (RIO), the
only state run eye hospital has
15 doctors down with Covid, as
per reports.

“There is a need to establish
mechanisms to reduce the risks
of stress and anxiety among
physicians besides ensuring
their health, safety and wellbe-
ing . Mental health coping inter-
ventions through counseling
should be based on COVID-19
protocol guidelines,” said Dr JS
Titiyal, Professor of
Ophthalmology and Chief of
RP Centre for Ophthalmic
Sciences, AIIMS, Delhi.

Covid-19 has exposed
health workers and their fam-
ilies to unprecedented levels of
risk. Although not representa-
tive, data from many countries
across WHO regions indicate
that Covid-19 infections among
health workers are far greater
than those in the general pop-
ulation, says the WHO.

New Delhi: Amid rising cases
of new Covid variant Omicron
in the country, about a dozen of
pharma firms, including
Torrent, Cipla, Sun Pharma, Dr
Reddy’s, Natco, Mylan, and
Hetero, are all set to launch
Covid antiviral drug
Molnupiravir with a price range
between �1,399 and  �3,000 for
a five-day course for mild to
moderate infection.

An expert panel of the
Central Drugs Standard Control
Organisation had last week
approved Molnupiravir for
restricted use in emergency sit-
uations. It is an antiviral med-
ication that inhibits the repli-
cation of certain RNA viruses.
It is used to treat Covid-19 in
those infected by SARS-CoV-2.

The recommended dose of
Molnupiravir 800 mg is twice a

day for five days. A patient
needs to take 40 capsules con-
taining 200 mg of medication.
Molnupiravir, developed by
MSD and Ridgeback
Biotherapeutics, is also the first
oral anti-Covid pill approved by
UK’s drug regulator. The US
Food and Drug Administration
(USFDA) has also cleared
Molnupiravir for the treatment
of mild-to-moderate Covid-19
in adults, and for those who are
at a high risk to severe disease.

Siources said Cipla, Sun
Pharma, and Dr Reddy’s
Laboratories are expected to
release Molnupiravir capsules in
the coming weeks. Dr. Reddy’s
Laboratories will launch
Molnupiravir capsules 200mg
under brand name Molflu at Rs
35 per capsule. 10 capsules
contained per strip, and the total

course of 40 capsules over 5 days
will cost Rs 1,400, said a repre-
sentative from the pharma com-
pany. Mankind Pharma plans to
launch Molnupiravir at Rs 35
per capsule by next week and
the full treatment of Molulife
(brand name) will cost Rs 1,400
while Cipla intends to market
Molnupiravir under the
Cipmolnu brand name.
Cipmolnu 200mg capsules will
be available in leading phar-
macies and Covid treatment
centres across the country in the
near future.

Majority of companies had
entered into a non-exclusive vol-
untary licencing agreement with
Merck Sharpe Dohme to man-
ufacture and supply
Molnupiravir in India and over
100 other low and middle-
income countries. PNS
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New Delhi: With rising cases
of Omicron creating a scare,
the Ministry of Railways on
Tuesday said it “would restrict
the entry of its unvaccinated
employees into the Rail
Bhawan”.  “In view of prevail-
ing Covid scenario, it has been
decided to ensure 100% vac-
cination of officials working in
Board’s Office. Accordingly,

DG/AMs/PEDs/EDs and
Directors may issue suitable
directives to their subordi-
nate staff working under their
control to ensure 100% vacci-
nation of officials working in
Board’s Office,” said a Rail
Ministry notification on
Tuesday late evening.

Those who have not
undertaken their first dose of

vaccine, or whose second dose
is still due may undertake
Covid vaccine as early as pos-
sible or may contact O&M
Unit for facilitating vaccina-
tion, said the ministry.

As the railway officials
are encouraged to get them-
selves tested, about 37 officials
in Mumbai have tested positive
for Covid and are undergoing

hospitalisation, according to a
western railway official. 

A day earlier the DOPT
cut short the attendance to
about 50 per cent for staff
below under secretary and
has already said biometric
attendance marking for
Government employees may
be suspended till this month
end. PNS
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Monday’s arrest of Mariyam
from Ullal in Mangalore by

the National Investigation
Agency (NIA) for her alleged
links with Islamic State might
have  sent shock waves across the
society but her parents say that
they were expecting it the day she
overruled them and got married
with Anas Abdul Rehman much
against their wish.

Mariyam belonged to an
affluent family in Coorg and
her name was Deepthi Marla.
“She was studying dental sci-
ence in a Bangalore college
when she fell in love with
Anas Abdul Rehman, son of
late B M Idinabba, former
MLA of the Congress from
Ullal constituency. All of us had
tried to dissuade her from the
relationship as we were aware
of the links the Idinabba fam-
ily had with extremist outfits.

But she blatantly refused to lis-
ten to our pleas and walked
away with Anas, got converted
to Islam and changed her name
to Mariyam,” said a close rela-
tion of her household who did
not want to be named.

O Sruthi, a post graduate in
English literature, who got con-
verted to Islam and was
brought back to her original
religion by the timely inter-
vention of Arsha Vidya Samaj
in Kerala told The Pioneer that
there were thousands of
Deepthi Marlas from northern
Kerala and southern Karnataka

who have fallen victims to the
offers and promises made by
missionaries only to be find
themselves as sex slaves in war-
torn West Asian countries.

According to sources in NIA,
Mariyam and the Idinabba fam-
ily were under observation since
August 2021 for their alleged ties
with Mohammed Ameen alias
Abu Yahya, an IS operative.

The NIA team took
Mariyam by a special flight to
New Delhi where she would be
interrogated about her links with
extremists from Jammu and
Kashmir.
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Not wanting to take any
chances, teams of the

Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) and the
Mumbai police took charge of
all the passengers on board
Cordelia Cruise – including 66
passengers who have tested
positive for Covid-19, as the the
luxury ship returned and
anchored at a passenger ter-
minal in south Mumbai on
Tuesday evening.

The BMC health officials,
accompanied by a team of
Mumbai police personnel, were
waiting at the passenger ter-
minal at Ballard Pier in south
Mumbai with five 15 seat-seat
ambulances, when the luxury
ship arrived there at 6.30 pm
from Goa. Shortly afterwards,
the BMC officials transported
66 infected passengers through
the green gate on board
Cordelia Cruise  to Covid care

centre for treatment. “The pos-
itive patients have been given
the option of staying in hotels
at their expense,” a senior BMC
official said.

More than 1,900 passen-
gers, who had gone on a New
Year revelry trip, have been
asked to stay back on board the
luxury ship, till they undergo
RTPC tests and those who test
positive will be quarantined
either at them to institutional
quarantine centre  at the
Richardson & Cruddas at

Mazagaon in south Mumbai or
asked to isolate themselves in
the city hotels at their expense.

“The RTPCR testing will
be done at laboratories. The
RTPCR reports are expected
tomorrow by 9 am. It is only
after the test reports are
received that the remaining
passengers will be allowed to
disembark from the ship.
Those who test negative people
will be stamped for 7 days
home isolation. The passengers
who test positive will either be

sent to institutional quarantine
or be asked to stay in isolation
in paid hotels,” the BMC offi-
cial said.

Meanwhile, the company
operating the cruise M/s
Waterways Leisure Tourism
Pvt Ltd claimed that several od
the guests might have been
infected before they boarded
the ship for a New Year holiday
cruise, while one of their crew
members tested positive on
Sunday.

In a detailed statement,
Waterways Leisure Tourism
Pvt. Ltd. CEO and President
Jurgen Bailom said that after
the sole infected crew member
displayed mild symptoms, he
was immediately isolated and
then all the other crew and
guests had to undergo Covid
tests again.

“...the guests who have test-
ed positive as of this morning
(Jan. 4) were already infected
with the virus prior to board-
ing. However their tests showed
otherwise, hence they were
permitted on board,” Bailom
said.

Bailom said that there are
several similar incidents on
flights and trains which were
‘unfortunate and unexpected’
despite everyone taking utmost

care, and the Cordelia Cruises’
extreme pro-activeness in con-
ducting the RTPCR tests.

Bailom said that his com-
pany was ‘compliant’ with all
regulations of the Director-
General of Shipping. “All crew
members and guests have to
compulsorily undergo a RT
PCR test 48 hours prior to
boarding the ship, even if they
are fully vaccinated,” he said.

This is the second occasion
when Cordelia Cruise has hit
the news headlines for the
wrong reasons.

It may be recalled that on
the night October 2, 2021,
Bollywood superstar Shah
Rukh Khan’s son Aryan Khan,
Arbaaz Merchant, Munmun
Dhamecha and five others were
initially detained on the night
of October 2 and later arrest-
ed on October 3, after the
NCB officials busted a rave
party and seized 13 grams of
cocaine, 5 grams of MD
(Mephedrone), 21 grams of
Charas, 22 pills of MDMA
(Ecstasy) and Rs 1.33 lakh in
cash from Goa-bound Cordelia
Cruises' Empress ship, off the
Mumbai coast. Subsequently,
12 more persons were arrested
in connection with the mid-sea
rave party.
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While the tourists camping
in different parts of

Kashmir valley were seen enjoy-
ing the fresh spell of snowfall at
the picturesque ski resorts of
Gulmarg, Pahalgam and other
exotic locations  it was business
as usual for the men in uniform
as they engaged two local ter-
rorists in Okey village of Kulgam
and later neutralised them dur-
ing a brief encounter on Tuesday. 

Around 42 flights from
Srinagar Airport remained sus-
pended due to inclement weath-
er conditions. Snowfall was also
recorded in the higher reaches of
Doda, Kishtwar,Nathatop and
Trikuta hills of Jammu region.

In the plain areas of Jammu
region, the Border Security Force
further intensified its patrolling
drills with the advent of the
foggy weather conditions. 

The foot soldiers have been
deployed in different sectors to
physically dominate the vulner-
able pockets in order to prevent
infiltration bids from across the
International border in Pakistan. 

During winter season, after
the snowfall in the higher reach-
es block several mountain pass-
es the terrorist handlers activate
launching pads in the Jammu
region to push in small groups
of terrorists and consignments of
arms and ammunition.
Inspector General of BSF, Jammu
frontier DK Boora Monday said
deployment of troops and sur-
veillance systems have been
“strengthened” along the border
with Pakistan amid intelligence
inputs of heightened activity at
terrorist launch pads on the
other side ahead of Republic
Day.

He said, the alertness of
troops deployed on the border
led to the seizure amid height-
ened terrorist activity on the
Pakistani side, Boora said,
adding that Pakistan continues
to make attempts to push ter-
rorists and smuggle arms and
narcotics into Jammu and
Kashmir.

In Srinagar a  police
spokesman said, based on a spe-
cific intelligence input a joint
cordon and search operation
was launched by Police, 9RR and
18Bn CRPF in village Okey area
of Kulgam,

During the search operation,
as the joint search party pro-
ceeded towards the suspected
spot, the hiding terrorists fired
indiscriminately upon the joint
search party which was retaliat-
ed effectively leading to an
encounter.

In the ensuing encounter,
two terrorists of proscribed ter-
ror outfit LeT (TRF) were killed
and their bodies were retrieved
from the site of the encounter.
They have been identified as
Amir Ahmad Wani resident of
Alamgunj Shopian and Sameer
Ahmad Khan resident of Tiken
Pulwama.

As per police records, the
killed terrorist Amir Ahmad
was a categorized terrorist linked
with proscribed terror outfit
LeT (TRF), however the other
killed terrorist joined terror
folds recently. Both the killed ter-
rorists were part of a group
involved in several terror crime
cases.

Incriminating materials
arms & ammunition including
01 AK-47, 01 pistol were recov-
ered from their possession,
police spokesman added.
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Lucknow: Congress on
Tuesday accused the BJP of
mocking women after BJP
president JP Nadda made a
comment on its 'ladki hoon lad
sakti hoon' campaign aimed at
women empowerment.

"BJP President Nadda on
Monday mocked a strong slo-
gan like 'ladki hoon, lad sakti
hoon' and the voice of women
of Uttar Pradesh. This is not the
voice of Congress but of every
girl of Uttar Pradesh who wants
to fight for her rights,”
Congress spokesperson Supriya
Shrinate told media here.

“What is the problem of
Naddaji and his party against
the empowerment of women?
Why are they so afraid of
women power?" she asked.
Congress coined the slogan
ahead of the upcoming assem-
bly election in Uttar 
Pradesh. 

The party has also
promised giving 40 per cent
tickets to women. Shrinate
accused the BJP of reducing
women needs to gas cylinders
one toilets. PTI
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Pune: Maharashtra Deputy Chief
Minister Ajit Pawar on Tuesday
said the administration has decid-
ed to shut schools for Classes 1 to
8 in Pune district till January 30
due to the rise in COVID-19
cases.Speaking to reporters after
attending the review meeting of
the COVID-19 situation, Pawar,
who is also the guardian minister
of the district, said teaching in
online mode will continue.

The decision has come a day
after the Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation announced that
schools for Classes 1 to 9 and 11
will remain shut in Mumbai till
January 31.        "In view of the ris-
ing cases of COVID-19, we have
decided to shut schools in Pune
district for Classes 1 to 8 till
January 30," Pawar said, adding
that online teaching will continue
for these classes.

Pune district comprises Pune
city, Pimpri-Chinchwad
Municipal Corporation area and
Pune rural. The minister advised
people to use three-ply or N95
masks, instead of cotton 
ones. 

He further stated that direc-
tives have been given to local
authorities to fine people found
wandering without masks. PTI
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Even as number of corona cases
increased drastically in Bengal, the

State Government released a new pro-
tocol banning cocktail drugs to treat
corona cases “in absence of any clear
directive from the Centre,” a senior State
Health Department official said. The
State Government also decided vacci-
nates all the pilgrims bound for Ganga
Sagar Islands for the holy dip.

“There is no clear directive from the
Centre on the use of cocktail drugs …
hence the Government has presently
excluded it from the list of medicines to
be used for the corona patients,” the
senior officialand a doctor said adding
the revised protocol regarding when a
patient will have to be hospitalized.

“If the patient sneezes more than 24
times per minute and one’s saturation

drops below 94 then only the doctors can
consider hospitalization,” the official
said adding “from now on co-morbidi-
tyor beyond-sixty age will not be the only
condition for hospitalization.”

The Government’s revised guidelines
came at a time when the coronagraph
continued to climb drastically requiring
the Kolkata and Howrah Municipal
Corporations to mark 27 and 22 con-
tainment zones respectively. 

For North and South 24 Parganas
adjoining Kolkata the authorities marked
24 and 52 containment zones, Health
Departmentsources said adding “this
time round we are witnessing a large num-
berof infections among the medical staff.”

While more than 80 doctors and
nurses were infected in Calcutta Medical
Colleges the figure for NRS Medical
College was 70 and for the Calcutta
National Medical College it was 80 again.

North Bengal Medical College in Siliguri
had 17 infected medical staff including 14
doctors. About 36 doctors and nurses
were infected in State-runCittaranjan
Seva Sadan and 24 had been infected in
Dr R Ahmed DentalMedical College
and Hospital, the only such govern-
ment-owned facility in the State.

There was high infection rate in the
police circle too with at leastsix Deputy
Commissioners and two Joint
Commissioners of policecontacting the
disease. Lal Bazar police headquarters in
Kolkata reported at least 50 cases of coro-
na infection, sources said.

The total number of corona patients
till Monday late evening was 6,128and
the figure was expected to go further up
on Tuesday sources said.Politicians like
Babul Supriyo and his entire family were
reported to be down with corona and
were in home isolation.
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Bengal Governor Jagdeep
Dhankhar on Tuesday

mounted fresh attack on the
Trinamool Congress
Government, wondering why no
audit had been conducted into
the financial transactions of the
Gorkhaland Territorial Authority
and saying an audit would be
ordered soon to ascertain the
amount of “fraud perpetrated in
handling of the funds.”

The Governor said that the
GTA was formed which “high
hopes” and“hundreds of crores
were sanctioned for the devel-
opment of the area” but despite
repeated reminders “no audit
was conducted” for these many
years the Governor said alleging
it was clear that large amount of
money had been “siphoned off
from the GTA fund.”

No one involved commit-
ting fraud with public money

would be spared ---howsoever
powerful one was and which
ever political party one went to
for asylum, the Governor
warned.

“I have been hearing since
long time that an audit would
be conductedinto the GTA
funds but nothing happened,”
he was quoted as saying.“But
next time I will come to
Darjeeling after getting the
audit done”. For this he would
write to the Centre, The
Governor said.

When asked to comment
on the Governor’s statements
former Bengalminister and
senior TMC leader Gautam
Deb said that the State had
never seen “such a politically
biased Governor … It seems
that he is running a party
office at the Governor’s House
… he is making statements and
acting on behalf of the people
who have appointed him.”
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The Covid-19 situation worsened in
Mumbai on Tuesday, as a stagger-

ing 10,860 new positive cases were
reported from various parts of the
metropolis.

The 10,860 Covid-19 positive
cases detected in Mumbai were among
a total of 18,466 new cases reported
from various parts of the State. With
the 18,466 fresh cases, the total num-
ber of Covid-19 cases went up from
67,12,028 cases to 67,30494.
Simultaneously, 75 Omicron cases
were reported from various parts of the
state taking the total number of
Omicron cases detected in the state to
653.

Of the 75 Omicron cases, Mumbai
accounted for a maximum of 40 cases,
followed by nine cases in Thane,
eight cases in Pune, five cases in
Panvel, three cases each from Kolhapur
and Nagpur, twom cases from Pimpri-
Chinchwad and one case each from
Bhiwandi-Nizampur, Ulhasnagar,
Satara, Amravati and Navi Mumbai.

As 4,588 patients were discharged
from the hospitals across the state after
full recovery, the total number of peo-

ple discharged from the hospitals
since the second week of March last
year increased from   65,14,358 cases
to 65,18,916. The recovery rate in the
state dropped from 97.05 per cent to
96.86 per cent.

The number of “active cases” in the
state increased from 52,422 cases to
63,308.   The fatality rate in the state
stood static at 2.1 per cent.    

Mumbai accounted for a maxi-
mum of 47,476 active cases, while
there were 7953 active cases in Thane.
There were 4202 active  cases  in Pune,
followed by Palghar (1605), Raigad
(1235), Nashik (998), Nagpur (526),
and Satara (386) and Ahmednagar
(380).

Of the 6,95,09,260 +samples sent
to various laboratories across the state
so far, 67,30,494 have tested positive
(9.68 per cent) for COVID-19 until
Tuesday.

Currently, 3,98888,391  people are
in home quarantine while 1,110 peo-
ple are in institutional quarantine. 

Meanwhile, the State recorded
75cases of Omicron, taking the total
number of new Covid-19 variant
cases to 578 cases. All patients  have
been reported by the National Institute
of Virology (NIV).

The following is the break-up of
a  total 653 Omicron cases recorded
in the state so far, Mumbai: 408, PMC-
71, Pimpri-Chinchwad—38, Pune

rural --26, Thane MC- 22,  Panvel –16,
Nagpur—13, Navi Mumbai-10, Satara-
8,  Kalyan Dombivli —7 each,
Osmanabad and Kolhapur – 5 each,
Vasai-Virar-4, Nanded, Bhiwandi
Nizampur —3 each, Aurangabad,
Buldhana, Mira-Bhyandar Sangli,
Sangli --2 each, Latur, Ahmednagar,
Akola and Raigad, Ulhasnagar and
Amravati—1 each.Of the total cases
259 patients have been discharged after
a negative RT–PCR test.

In a related development,  the
authorities said the total number of
passengers who arrived at Mumbai,
Pune and Nagpur airports since
December 1 was 2,29,429 (32,402
from At-risk countries and rest
1,96027 are from other countries),
while passengers whose RT-PC tests
have been done are 55,332 (33,402 are
from high-risk countries and 21,930
are from other countries). Similarly,
RT-PCR positive and samples sent for
genomic sequencing was 563( 313are
from at-risk countries and 250 are
from other countries). 

Additionally, field surveillance of
all international passengers who have
arrived since 1st November is under-
way.
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Lucknow: The Uttar Pradesh
government recently came in for
praise from American virologist
and immunologist Dr Robert
Malone for its “miraculous”
handling of the COVID-19
pandemic crisis and for pro-
tecting the people of the state by
ensuring prompt treatment.

During the December
episode of ‘Joe Rogan
Experience’ podcast, Dr Malone
mentioned that Uttar Pradesh
was able to take control of the
pandemic by providing early
treatment to coronavirus infect-
ed patients.Known for his pio-
neering work in mRNA tech-
nology, the virologist said,
“They deployed early treatment
as packages and managed the
pandemic effectively despite
being densely populated. PNS

Jaipur: Chief Minister Shri
Ashok Gehlot said that in the
form of Omicon variant, a
new existential crisis has come
before the country and the
world. To protect mankind
from this danger, it is necessary
that it is more than 6 months
after the second dose of vac-
cine, all such people should get
booster dose as per need and
children below 15 years of age
should also be given free of cost
at the earliest. The State
Government will pressurize
the Central Government to
take an early decision in this
regard, so that the people of the
State can be saved from the
danger of third wave. 
He directed that just as the State
Government has made excel-
lent management of vaccina-
tion so far with the cooperation
of all sections, with the same
spirit, 100 percent vaccination
of 15 to 18 years of age group
should be ensured in the same
spirit.

Gehlot was addressing the
children and parents present in
the inauguration program of
free vaccination for the age
group of 15 to 18 years at
Government Adarsh Girls
Higher Secondary School,
Gangauri Bazar on 
Monday. 

On this occasion, the Chief
Minister encouraged 5 teenage
girls who got the first dose of
Covid and presented them
chocolates on his behalf.

The Chief Minister said
that the threat of Covid epi-
demic has shaken the world.
After facing the first and sec-
ond deadly wave, now a new
threat has emerged in the form
of Omicon variant. 

In view of the rapidly
spreading infection due to the
Omicron variant, which has
reached most countries of the
world, the World Health
Organization has warned of its
taking the form of a tsunami.
We have to understand the
gravity of this menace and
ensure 100% vaccination from
adults to children.
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us that the system of organ-
ised medics began in the
19th century during the
Napoleonic Wars. For the
animals — mainly horses —
in Europe and also elephants
and camels in India, there was
never any medical facility
until their deployment in
war died out.

The advent of gunpowder
and later the innovation of the
field gun, a revolutionary
weapon, were more damaging
to the enemy, but of no pro-
tective utility to one’s own sol-
diers. The musket was active-
ly used in Spain in the Battle
of Parma in 1521, with its
design undergoing improve-
ment to transform into the
modern rifle, in which the
cartridge travels in a groove.
This was developed in the
19th century based on the
mechanics conceived by
English mathematician
Benjamin Robins. It was
entirely an offensive weapon.
Helmets thereafter have
become compulsory battle-
gear for soldiers. The head-
gear is ancient but its consis-
tent use began only towards
the second half of World
War I. The bulletproof jack-
et is not yet compulsory for
all soldiers, although its use is
now being increasingly man-

dated by Special Forces across
the world.

The reason for such
snail’s-pace progress in the
evolution of defensive or pro-
tective equipment for sol-
diers must be sought in the
mindset of aggrandisers and
conquerors, who believed in
and lived for conquests. Wars
were the most potent means
of attaining the political objec-
tives of kingdoms, empires
and, later, nations. Territorial
conquests and continual
expansions were the order of
the age, for much of history.
Soldiers were seen and treat-
ed as cogs in the wheel of a
heartless machinery or, to
put it crudely, cannon fodder.
They came from the lowest
rungs of the socioeconomic
ladder and the incentive for
the common folk to enlist and
shed their lives — other than
the undeniable attachment
to one’s land, religion and way
of life — was also the promise
of a share in the spoils of war.
The last factor was particular-
ly crucial for monarchs and
adventurers wanting to line up
multitudes of able-bodied
men for conquests in far-
away lands. Soldiers were
meant to fight and die for
their king, country or God;
such was the thinking prevail-

ing till the 19th century.
Prince Klemens von

Metternich, diplomat, states-
man and Austria’s Foreign
Minister during the
Napoleonic age, met
Napoleon to try and per-
suade him to cease his quest
for hegemony over Europe at
the expense of human lives.
Bonaparte’s bland riposte was:
“Aristocrats like you don’t
understand us soldiers born
in the cantonment (Napoleon
was born in one). They (sol-
diers) are meant to fight and
die. I don’t give a damn about
them and neither do they.”
Things certainly have come a
long way since those rather
sordid days. The two World
Wars, plus the possible horror
of a nuclear holocaust, have
certainly forced a sea change
in the approach to conflict
and warfare. While only the
naïve would believe that war
is a thing of the past, the tech-
nologies of the defence or war
industry are undeniably
reflective of increased concern
for the safety of the fighting
man and his individual and
societal welfare.

(The writer is a 
well-known columnist, an
author and a former member
of the Rajya Sabha. The views
expressed are personal.)
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Sir — We have been witnessing anoth-
er increase in COVID cases in some
parts of our nation as well as in other
countries, too. This situation, akin to the
rising of the Phoenix from ashes, should
be a wakeup call for India. At home, the
number of COVID cases is rising steadi-
ly and the States have started imposing
the night curfew as a precautionary mea-
sure. The second wave affected our coun-
try drastically and the holding of elec-
tions in some States was one of the pri-
mary reasons for the spread of the virus
at that time.

It is ironic that the Election commis-
sion has recently given the go-ahead for
holding Assembly elections in five States
in the coming weeks, even after the trag-
ic experience of the devastation caused
by the second wave. India can ill-afford
another situation like last year. Some of
the alternatives in this situation are
imposing President’s rule in those States
where the elections are due and conduct-
ing these when the situation comes under
control. Another alternative is to permit
election meetings through live video ses-
sions by banning physical meetings. Also,
the EC can allow election rallies with
smaller crowds by allowing parties in the
poll fray with strict COVID-appropriate
behaviour.

Nitesh Mandwariya | Neemuch
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Sir —There were high hopes that the
film, 83, will become a box office hit. The
initial reports also revealed that the film
is a money-spinner and that there is
every possibility of the film becoming a
major commercial success. At a time
when even matinee idol Rajinikanth’s
film failed at the box office, 83 could not
get the much-needed response despite it
being about the heroics of Kapil Dev and
the entire Indian cricket team in
England. But there are reasons for such
a setback. COVID-19 is a common fac-
tor for these failures as the audience
could not go to the theatres to see films
with the same old enthusiasm.

Among other reasons, the most

prominent are that 83 was made on too
huge a budget (�270 crore) and then the
pandemic increased costs by �30 crore;
also, there was too much cricket in the
movie (all matches except Kapil’s 175 are
available on YouTube); the younger gen-
eration does not have the same nostal-
gia value for the 1983 win that we have;
the overkill of advertising and pre-
release marketing; and terrific competi-
tion from Spiderman and Pushpa. The
audiences have proved yet again that only
the content is king.

MR Subramaniam | Mumbai
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Sir — Cricket is a team sport where per-
formance is the name of the game. The
Indian cricket team currently touring
South Africa is finding it difficult to cross
the 200 run-mark and that is a worry-
ing factor. The top order is making a

mess of the first use of the wicket. At
Wanderers, we find the going tough.
Both Pujara and Rahane failed to nego-
tiate genuine pace and fell in successive
balls. The future hangs on their show-
ing in the second innings. In the midst
of failures, another seasoned batsman
Ravichandran Ashwin stood firm and
stroked freely to hit 46 off 50 balls. Thus,
he added valuable runs and helped the
Indian side cross a decent 200-plus total.

Batting is an art and Ashwin has
learnt it well. As an opener during his
early days, he made a match of it with
his aggressive batting. Ashwin is a match
winner in his own right even as a
bowler and this time he proved his worth
as a batsman.

Calicut Krishnan Ramani | Trichy
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It is a military axiom that an
offensive military opera-
tion generally costs thrice
the blood, money and

resources than a defensive one.
Yet, conquerors — ambitious
and impatient as they usually are
— do not wait long enough for
an adversary’s provocation to
attack. In the last century, Adolf
Hitler was an outstanding exam-
ple of not being patient enough
to wait for the enemy to attack
first. In the 19th century,
Napoleon Bonaparte was a sim-
ilar case. Napoleon and Hitler
met with defeat; the latter also
with death. In Hitler’s case, a
lady crystal-gazer had predict-
ed that he had to fulfil his mil-
itary ambitions by 1943.
Thereafter, her crystal showed a
dark curtain. Hitler too had
declared on Radio Berlin that he
would rather fight in his 40s
than wait till his 50s.

Training and sustaining a
soldier are expensive. Added to
this expenditure is the human-
itarian factor like the life of one’s
brethren who have volunteered
to defend one’s country.
Incidents of our country’s sol-
diers falling in action make
most Indians grieve. Our latest
experience has been the tragic
death of Chief of Defence Staff
Gen Bipin Rawat and 13 others
in a helicopter crash. Emotion
of this intensity might not be
seen or felt if an Air Force plane
crashes or a naval ship sinks; as
did INS Khukri in the 1971 war.

Most countries term their
functionaries in charge of the
military forces as Ministers or
Secretaries of Defence, although
in a few nations they are known
as Secretary of War; the United
Kingdom in WWI, for instance.
This might be because of the
implicit embarrassment of a
Minister being proudly called a
warmonger. Yet, right through
known history, greater attention
and expenditure have been
devoted to killing enemy sol-
diers than to protect one’s own
soldiers. The sword and the
spear cost more than the shield.
In the centuries gone by, there
were no medics in the event of
injuries to soldiers; nor was an
ambulance available to salvage
the wounded soldier. The
Stanford Encyclopedia informs
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For the last two years, humanity is
going through a terrible pandem-
ic whose end is not in sight in the
near future. Instead of ending,

the pandemic  appears to be worsening
with wave after wave. In the last few
weeks, due to the spread of a new type
of variant named Omicron, there has
been an atmosphere of fear in the
world. Humanity is not only faced with
the burden of disease, lack of vaccina-
tion in a major part of the world and
expensive medicines and treatment
after the disease is haunting all especial-
ly, the poor. 

In such a situation, universal avail-
ability of vaccines and cheap medicines
and treatment in case of disease, has
become a necessary condition to save
humanity. It is worth noting that com-
panies have patents and other intellec-
tual property rights of medicines and
equipment necessary for the treatment
of COVID-19. Moreover, companies
also possess control over the formula-
tions and raw materials for the vaccines.

Due to the alertness of the govern-
ment, the efforts of scientists and the
hard work of the coronavirus warriors,
India has been better off than many
countries of the world in battling this
pandemic. With nearly 142 crore vacci-
nations, 65 percent of the country’s adult
population fully vaccinated and about
80 percent with at least one dose, it is
believed that Indian population has got
good immunity to fight COVID-19. It
is hoped that India will also be able to
save itself from the new Omicron vari-
ant as well. But the rest of the world is
not so fortunate. There are many coun-
tries in the world where the process of
vaccination has not yet started.
Expensive medicines and treatment are
no less than a death knell for the poor
people of these countries.

What does an exemption from
TRIPS mean? In October last year, a
petition was made by India and South
Africa in the World Trade Organization
seeking exemption from Trade Related
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), so
that vaccines and corona medicines in
the world are available to the entire
humanity on affordable basis. Globally,
TRIPS mandates countries to honour
intellectual property rights. The exemp-
tion from TRIPS would mean that
companies that have intellectual prop-
erty rights on vaccines, medicines and
medical equipment would be revoked
for the period so decided, and many
countries of the world, including India,
would be able to produce these vaccines,
medicines and devices on their own.
This demand of India and South Africa
got the support of more than 100 mem-
ber countries of WTO. Although initial-
ly, the US was opposing it, later it
changed its stand and supported exemp-
tion from TRIPS, though only for the
vaccine. The European Union continued
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to oppose the proposal. Although
there has been some relaxation in
their stance recently, but still, they
are proposing many conditions
before giving their consent.

The Ministerial Conference of
the World Trade Organization
from 30th November to 3rd
December in Geneva
(Switzerland), where a decision
was expected, has been post-
poned due to the spread of the
pandemic. Due to the threat of
Omicron, now again there is
concern in the whole world
whether humanity will continue
to suffer without vaccine and
treatment, or a decision will be
taken soon for this. It is believed
that had the proposal of India and
South Africa on TRIPS waiver
was accepted in time, the speed
of vaccination across the world
would have been much faster. But
it is a matter of regret that the
countries l ike the US and
European Union, whose compa-
nies possess most of patents and
other intellectual property rights
(IPRs), had been blocking the
prevention and cure from disease.
It is worth noting that the US,
though has consented for TRIPS
exemption from vaccine, but has
not yet agreed to extend the
same for medicines.

The TRIPS waiver is needed
more now than ever before. With
the advent of Omicron, the
importance of TRIPS waiver has
increased much more. It is true
that if this decision is taken
soon, we can still save many
lives. Although some people in

India, are also arguing that today,
India is capable of vaccinating its
entire population and it will soon
achieve the objective of universal
immunisation; moreover, when
many companies are already giv-
ing voluntary licenses of their
patented medicines to Indian
companies, there is hardly any
importance of TRIPS waiver for
India. They also say that India has
manufactured an effective vac-
cine, sufficient for India and
even for export. It can also take
advantage of IPR and sell the
same to the world. In this regard
we must not forget that the
Indian and South African
demand for TRIPS waiver was
not only for themselves but for
the whole of humanity. Some for-
eign companies in India have
given voluntary licenses of med-
icines necessary for the treatment
of coronavirus to Indian compa-
nies and their price is still very
high. However, if these drugs are
exempted from the provisions of
TRIPS, then they will be much
more affordable and help the
poor people in their treatment in
India and the rest of the world.
Not only this, according to the
terms of the voluntary license,
Indian companies can generally
make and sell these medicines in
India itself.

In such a situation, it is
believed that even after getting
voluntary licenses, these medi-
cines will not be available to
more than half of the world’s
population, which will be a very
unfortunate situation for the

humanity. In fact, the delay in the
TRIPS waiver goes against the
spirit of the TRIPS Agreement of
the World Trade Organization
and the ‘Doha Declaration on
TRIPS and Public  Health’.
Therefore, a voluntary license is
no substitute for a compulsory
license.

Today a new type of
apartheid is emerging in the
world and that is between vacci-
nated and unvaccinated.
Recently, in the ministerial con-
ference, which was to be held in
Geneva, Switzerland, it was also
stipulated that only those who
have been fully vaccinated with
a vaccine certified by World
Health Organisation, would be
able to participate, and others
will have to satisfy organisers by
getting the RTPCR test done,
every 72 hours. Significantly,
there are many countries in the
world where vaccination has not
yet started or is in a very nascent
stage. Such countries whose rep-
resentatives are not vaccinated
will be left unrepresented in
international forums.

In such a situation, the need
of the hour is that all the rich
countries including the US and
Europe, who are endangering
humanity by opposing the
demand for TRIPS waiver, be
forced to change their stand.The
press, media, intellectuals and
people’s representatives should
create such an environment that
these countries give their consent
for TRIPS waiver. This is the only
way to save the humanity.

(The writer is Professor,
PGDAV College,

University of Delhi. 
The views expressed 

are personal.)

Many people doubt
whether it is neces-
sary to hold the

upcoming Assembly polls in
the poll-bound states next
month or postpone them, as
the Allahabad High Court has
suggested.In the previous
round of elections last year, the
Madras High Court had held
the Election Commission irre-
sponsible for conducting the
polls during the pandemic.
Some argue that, after all,
there are precedents of post-
ponement of polls earlier even
though former Chief Election
Commissioner S.Y Quereshi
thinks Constituti-onally it is
not possible.

With the scheduled elec-
tions in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab,
Goa, Manipur, and
Uttarakhand, next month it is
clear that the people can escape

the killer Covid-19 only if the
Election Commission guide-
lines are strictly enforced. 

Nearly 70 countries the
world over have deferred elec-
tions because of the pandem-
ic. Forty-two countries have
postponed national elections
and referendums. Even if the
EC could not delay the polls as
the political parties want to
stick to the schedule, can the
Commission at least ban the
super-spreader poll rallies?

The poll panel decided to
hold the elections after dis-
cussing with all the stake-
holders even though the
March- April 2021 elections
had resulted in a massive
increase of Covid-19 cases in
West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, and
other poll-bound states. From
April 1 to 14, coronavirus
cases increased by 532 percent

in Assam, 420 percent in West
Bengal, 165 percent in
Puducherry, 159 percent in
Tamil Nadu, and 103 percent
in Kerala, according to official
figures.

In the past few months, as
infections fell, India had lifted
mainly restrictions on public
gatherings, travel, and public
spaces. However, the new vari-
ant Omicron is spreading fast.
Covid-19 cases in several states
have been rising, and the third
wave may peak around
February. Things are compli-

cated by people refusing to
wear face masks. They get test-
ed less frequently than before,
and congregate in large num-
bers.

Explaining the decision,
Chief Election Commissioner
Sushil Chandra said recently:
I have been told that 86 per
cent of people in the state have
got the first dose and 49 per
cent the second shot of Covid
vaccine. We have been assured
that in 15 to 20 days, all eligi-
ble people will get their first
dose. We have asked for
increasing vaccination.

The Commission has
decided to increase the voting
time by an hour to make the
voting easy, assuring that all
poll officials on duty would be
fully vaccinated. The poll body
will reach out to the doorsteps
of those who cannot come to

the polling booth to vote.
Additionally, live webcasting
facilities will be available at
around one lakh voting booths
to ensure transparency in the
election process. Chandra said
because of the pandemic, the
number of polling booths in
the state would be increased by
11,000 to maintain proper
social distancing.

While poll-bound states
have taken many steps to
check the pandemic, party
leaders enjoy addressing mas-
sive rallies. As parties scram-
ble for votes, politicians are not
the shining examples of how to
follow Covid-10 regulations.
They are brazenly going ahead
with mega rallies. For instance,
SP chief Akhilesh Yadav’s
Unnao rally, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah’s road-
show in Hardoi, and Priyanka

Gandhi’s women’s march drew
massive crowds. The most
prominent state among the five
election states, Uttar Pradesh,
has been declared a Covid-
affected state. Some wonder
why poll rallies are unregulat-
ed when the government has
regulated the number of peo-
ple at weddings. 

Can the nature of poll
campaigns change? Most par-
ties are now active in social
media and use Whatsapp and
mobile communication
besides TV ads. A digital cam-
paign is also an option.

Due to the efforts of the
Union and state governments,
we have controlled the pan-
demic to a great extent. But no
one knows the trajectory of the
Omicron variant. The govern-
ment machinery is on high
alert, but people have to obey

government regulations like
wearing the mast, keeping the
social distance, and avoiding
crowded places.

If Omicron spreads further,
as it has in the United States
and Europe, political parties
have an equal share of the
blame. In any case, all those
who come to listen to their
‘netas’ do not always vote for
the party. If wiser counsel pre-
vails, leaders might opt for vir-
tual rallies and other methods
of digital communication.
Ideally, the nature of poll cam-
paigns must also change, and
the political fraternity should
come together and think of
safe campaigning methods.
Above all, it is for the people
to comply with Covid-19 reg-
ulations as the government
alone cannot do everything to
contain the pandemic.
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(The writer is a senior 
journalist. The views

expressed are personal.)
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Britain on Tuesday faced
warnings of an impending

hospital crisis due to staff
shortages caused by a wave of
Omicron infections, as the
country returned to work after
Christmas.

Daily case numbers
chalked up multiple records in
the run-up to New Year, with
Prime Minister Boris Johnson
promising action to plug
staffing gaps in the worst-hit
areas. Hospital admissions have
not hit anything like the peaks
of previous waves of the pan-
demic and the number of peo-
ple requiring ventilation has
remained flat so far.

But the state-run National
Health Service (NHS), which is
regularly under strain during
the winter months from sea-
sonal respiratory infections, is
struggling with staff forced to
stay at home after testing pos-
itive.

Transport networks also
battled absences, leaving com-
muters facing long waits on
their return to work, while
other public services such as
household bin collections were
hampered. Minister for vac-
cines and public health Maggie
Throup told Sky News it was
unclear how many Britons
were currently in self-isolation
after the Christmas surge in the
highly transmissible virus
mutation. "But what is good

news, it doesn't seem to be
resulting in severe diseases as
some of the other variants
did," she told Sky News.
Around 50,000 NHS staff were
absent from work last week
because they were ill or self-iso-
lating, The Sunday Times has
reported. At least six hospital
trusts have declared critical
incidents, which mean crucial
services may be under threat.

'Almost impossible'
Matthew Taylor, chief exec-

utive of the NHS
Confederation which repre-
sents healthcare providers in
England, Wales and Northern
Ireland, said cases appeared to
have levelled off in London. But
he told Times Radio that staff
shortages and rising cases
across the rest of the country
were a concern."The unpre-
dictability of staff absence
means NHS leaders having to
work around the clock just
thinking about how they can
deploy their resources best to
deal with the most urgent and
pressing needs," he added.

"Even using all their imag-
ination and creativity, it is
becoming almost impossible,
which is why we see hospitals
declaring critical incidents."

Anyone testing positive for
the virus has to self-isolate for
10 days, or seven days if they
produce a negative test. There
have been calls to ease those
restrictions for health staff to
ease what Johnson on Monday

said was "considerable pres-
sure" on hospitals. Taylor said
reducing the self-isolation peri-
od to five days should only be
done if the data indicated it was
"absolutely safe".Pupils return-
ing to school also faced the
prospect of mass staff absences
and merged classes. Secondary
school pupils have been
advised to wear face masks in
class as a "temporary" measure.

Britain has seen nearly
149,000 deaths since the start
of the pandemic in early 2020
and Johnson has defended his
decision not to increase restric-
tions over Christmas in
England, unlike in other parts
of the UK.A review of restric-
tions is expected this week.
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TOKYO: Japan’s Prime
Minister Fumio Kishida vowed
Tuesday to speed up coron-
avirus vaccine booster shots,
secure imported supplies of
drugs to treat COVID-19 and
reorganize medical facilities to
respond to the fast-spreading
omicron variant.

Kishida, who took office in
October, said he had ordered
strict border controls from
November to buy time for
such preparations. Japan has
basically shut out incoming
travel except for returning res-
idents and Japanese nationals.

The response to the conta-
gious omicron variant will now
shift to domestic measures,
such as making free coron-
avirus tests more readily avail-
able, while border controls will
continue, he said.

“I just offered prayers so
that we may overcome the
coronavirus pandemic and this
year will be a fantastic year for
all of you,” he told reporters
after praying at the Ise Shrine
in Mie Prefecture, southwest of
Tokyo. Japanese leaders visit
the picturesque shrine complex
at the start of every year,
although Kishida’s predecessor
Yoshihide Suga canceled it last

year because of the pandemic.
Kishida said the oral drug

from Merck has been distrib-
uted to thousands of hospitals,
and efforts were underway to
procure the Pfizer oral drug as
well, for use starting next
month in treating sympto-
matic coronavirus cases.

“I want to make this year
one of dramatic challenges to
forge ahead with a new era. But
in areas where we need to exer-
cise caution, we must not for-
get the humility to proceed
with caution,” Kishida added,
noting care was needed for a
proper pandemic response.

He said everyone who tests
positive for COVID-19 and
needs hospitalization will be
speedily admitted for treat-
ment, while those who can
recover at home should do so,
monitored by medical profes-
sionals. Other facilities will
also be readied for those who
don’t need to be hospitalized
but need to quarantine,
depending on symptoms, he
said. Although COVID-19
cases and deaths have fallen
lately in Japan, worries are
growing about another “sixth
wave” of infections because of
the omicron variant. AP
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SYDNEY: New virus cases
in Australia surged to record
levels on Tuesday, increasing
the strain on hospitals and test-
ing centers across  country. In
New South Wales, Australia’s
most-populous state, 23,131
new cases were reported, an
increase on record of 22,577
cases on New Year’s Day. There
were 1,344 people in hospitals,
up 140 on the previous day and
78 more than record previous-
ly set in late September.  The
new cases were detected from
83,376 tests, a positivity rate of
28%.

Victoria state reported
14,020 cases on Tuesday, eclips-
ing record of 8,577 set on
Monday. There were 516 peo-
ple in hospitals, including 108
in intensive care. The numbers
do not necessarily reflect true
spread of virus as they only
include number of recorded
cases. The new numbers, how-
ever, confirm that Australia has
passed the milestone of 500,000
COVID-19 cases. New South
Wales Chief Medical Officer
Kerry Chant on Monday urged
people not to seek hospital
treatment unless absolutely
necessary. AP
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Police in Germany have
reported sporadic violence at

demonstrations against the
country’s pandemic restrictions,
with one protester in the east-
ern town of Lichtenstein biting
an officer and another attempt-
ing to steal a service weapon. 

Tens of thousands of peo-
ple in total took to the streets in
scores of German towns and
cities for weekly marches that
have organizers have labeled
“strolls” in an attempt to bypass
restrictions on public gatherings. 

Counter-protests were also
held in towns such as Rostock
and Trier, the dpa news agency
reported. Most of rallies passed
peacefully, though many broke
rules on social distancing,
prompting officers to inter-
vene. 

People detained dozens of
people, some of whom face
criminal charges or fines for
breaching COVID-19 rules.
Police in eastern state of Saxony
said the incident late Monday in
Lichtenstein, about 20 kilome-
ters (12 miles) west of
Chemnitz, occurred when offi-
cers tried to pull about 60
rowdy people out of a march to

check their identities. Several of
the protesters attacked police
and sprayed them with chemi-
cal irritants.

“One person attempted to
seize an officer’s service weapon
and another police officer suf-
fered a bite wound from a par-
ticipant of the gathering,”
Saxony police said in a state-
ment. In Bautzen, further east,
some participants of a 600-
strong march attempted to
break through a police cordon.
Officers responded with pepper
spray and batons.

In Magdeburg, the capital of
neighboring Saxony-Anhalt
state, protesters hurled bottles
and fireworks at police. No
officers were injured, police
said. The protests took place
before a meeting Tuesday of
Germany’s pandemic expert
panel, which is expected to
submit new recommendations
to the government for how to
respond to outbreak. A meeting
of state and federal leaders is
scheduled for Friday. The
national disease control center,
the Robert Koch Institute, said
Tuesday that 30,561 new coro-
navirus cases were reported in
past 24 hours, over 9,000 more
than a week earlier. 

BERLIN: Germany has
relaxed restrictions on travel
from the U.K., South Africa
and seven other southern
African countries that were
imposed following the emer-
gence of the new omicron
coronavirus variant. The nine
nations were removed Tuesday
from Germany’s list of “virus
variant areas.” Airlines and
others are restricted largely to
transporting German citizens
and residents from countries
on that list. AP
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Chinese President Xi Jinping
on Tuesday issued a new

mobilisation order for the
training of armed forces with
a focus on developing an elite
force capable of fighting and
winning wars.

Xi, 68, heading the ruling
Communist Party of China
(CPC) since 2012 followed by
the Presidency and Chairman
of the Central Military
Commission (CMC) - the
overall high command of the
country's two million-strong
military - has prioritised real-
time training with constant
up-gradation of technology
besides in-depth of reforms
since he took over power.

Unlike his predecessors,
Xi is widely expected to con-
tinue in power at the end of the
2nd five-year tenure this year
and start a record third term
after the once in a five-year
CPC Congress scheduled to be

held in the middle of this year.
Since 2018, he has been issuing
mobilisation orders every year,
setting operational priorities for
the military which now enjoys
over USD 200 billion annual
defence budget.

In this year's order, Xi said
the armed forces must closely
follow the evolution of tech-
nology, warfare and rivals,
redouble their efforts to better
combine training with combat
operations, and strengthen sys-
tematic training and the use of
technologies to develop an
elite force that is capable of
fighting and winning wars,
state-run Xinhua news agency
reported.

All officers and soldiers
should uphold the spirit of fear-
ing neither death nor hardship,
and conduct training in a vig-
orous, well-designed and safe
manner to boost their com-
manding and fighting capabil-
ity and foster excellent conduct,
the order said.
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NATO announced Tuesday
that the alliance will hold

a virtual meeting of foreign
ministers from the 30 member
nations this week to assess the
situation in Ukraine and
upcoming talks with Russia. 

The extraordinary meeting
of the alliance members on
Friday will kick off a week of
intense diplomacy over the
military buildup on Ukraine’s
borders and initiatives to ease
the tension between the Cold
War foes. 

US President Joe Biden
has warned Russian President
Vladimir Putin that
Washington could impose new
sanctions against Moscow if it
takes further military action
against Ukraine.Putin respond-
ed that such a US move could
lead to a complete rupture of
ties between nations. 
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Germany OPEC and allied
oil-producing countries

decided Tuesday to pump more
oil to the world economy amid
hope that travel and demand
for fuel will hold up despite the
rapid spread of the omicron
variant of COVID-19.

The 23-member OPEC+
alliance led by oil cartel mem-
ber Saudi Arabia and non-
member Russia said it would
add 400,000 barrels per day in
February, sticking with a road
map to slowly restore cuts in
output made during the depths
of the pandemic.

Oil prices rose with the
news: U.S. crude traded 1%
higher on the New York
Mercantile Exchange, at $76.79
per barrel, while international
benchmark Brent crude was up
1.2%, at $79.89 per barrel.
After the first reports about the
ultra-contagious omicron vari-
ant in late November, oil prices
plunged and stocks slid.
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Israel’s health minister said
Tuesday that same-sex cou-

ples will be able to have chil-
dren through surrogate moth-
ers in Israel starting next week,
following a Supreme Court
decision made last year.

The court in July annulled
parts of a surrogacy law that
prevented gay couples from
having children through a sur-
rogate in Israel. That move
came after court ruled in 2020
that law, which had expanded
access to single women but
excluded gay couples, “dispro-
portionately harmed right to
equality and right to parent-
hood” and was unlawful. 

It gave government of
then-Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu a year to draw up a
new law, but parliament failed
to meet the deadline. The court
said last year that change in law
would take six months to come
into effect, on Jan. 11, to allow
formation of professional

guidelines. “Full equality. That
is simple demand and it is goal
of LGBT struggle, the long
struggle of my community,”
said Health Minister Nitzan
Horowitz, who is openly gay.
“Equality before law and equal-
ity of parenthood.”Horowitz
said change in law would also
expand surrogacy to single
men and transgender peo-
ple.Under previous regulations,
Israeli same-sex couples look-
ing to become parents could
not engage a surrogate, and
were often deterred by addi-
tional costs of finding one
abroad.

The state had argued that
the law was intended to protect
surrogate mothers but court
ruled that it would be possible
to strike a balance that would
not discriminate. 

In contrast with much of
the conservative Middle East,
Israel is generally tolerant
toward its LGBTQ communi-
ty. Gays serve openly in Israel’s
military and parliament, and
many popular artists and enter-
tainers are openly gay. 
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Mumbai: The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) on Tuesday notified the market
making scheme to promote retail par-
ticipation in government securities by
providing prices/quotes to retail direct gilt
(RDG) account holders enabling them to
buy and sell securities under the RBI
Retail Direct Scheme.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
had launched the RBI Retail Direct
Scheme launched on November 12,
2021, to provide one-stop access to facil-
itate investment in government securities
by retail investors.

In this connection, to provide liq-
uidity in the secondary market, a mar-
ket making arrangement, wherein the pri-
mary dealers shall be present on the
NDS-OM platform (odd-lot and 
Request for Quotes segments) through-
out market hours and respond to buy/sell
requests from Retail Direct Gilt Account
Holders (RDGAHs) has been 
notified.

According to the market making
scheme, primary dealers will rely on the
Know Your Customer (KYC) verification
of the RDG account holders done under
the retail direct scheme.

"No further KYC verification is
required for transacting with RDG
account holders on the RFQ segment of
NDS-OM," the RBI said.

'NDS-OM', or Negotiated Dealing
Segment- Order Matching, refers to the
RBI's screen-based, anonymous elec-
tronic order matching system for trading
in government securities in the secondary
market.

The 'Request for Quotes (RFQ) seg-
ment' refers to the on-screen negotiation
system of the RBI's NDS-OM system.
Under the RBI Retail Direct Scheme,
retail investors (individuals) have the
facility to open an online Retail Direct
Gilt Account (RDG Account) with RBI.
These accounts can be linked to their sav-
ings bank accounts. PTI 
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Withdrawing its scheme
for a new corporate

structure announced in April
2021, Bharti Airtel on Tuesday
said it will merge wholly-
owned subsidiary Telesonic
Networks with itself, resulting
in consolidation of fibre assets
into the company, while Nettle
Infrastructure Investments too
will be merged with Airtel.

The scheme of arrange-
ment for the new corporate
structure announced on April
14, 2021 stands withdrawn as
the board is of the view that the
existing corporate structure of
the company is optimal for
leveraging emerging opportu-
nities, unlocking value while
continuing to scale up the dig-
ital businesses, it said in a
statement.

The company, as
announced earlier, will pursue
its plan to eventually fold the
DTH business (Bharti
Telemedia) into Airtel, the
statement added.

"Under a modified
scheme, the company, as pre-

viously approved by the board,
will merge its wholly-owned
subsidiary Telesonic Networks
Limited, resulting in consoli-
dation of its fiber assets into
Airtel," the statement
said.

Nettle Infrastructure
Investments Limited will also
be merged with Airtel.

"As announced earlier, the
company will pursue its plan to
eventually fold the DTH busi-
ness (Bharti Telemedia) into
Airtel to move towards the
NDCP vision of converged
services to customers," it added.

NDCP refers to the
National Digital
Communications Policy. The
company's businesses continue
to be categorised under four
key verticals -- India, Digital,
International and
Infrastructure.

Airtel noted that the "sem-
inal" telecom sector reforms
package announced by the
government has significantly
boosted the outlook and
investor confidence for the
industry while simplifying the
licence framework.

New Delhi: Equity investors are a
happy lot as their wealth jumped by
over �5.36 lakh crore in the first two
days of trading in the New Year, dri-
ven by optimism in the broader mar-
ket amid firm global cues.

The 30-share Sensex zoomed
672.71 points or 1.14 per cent to set-
tle at 59,855.93 on Tuesday. The
benchmark had jumped 929.40 points
or 1.60 per cent to close at 59,183.22
on Monday, the first trading day of
2022. Helped by the ongoing
rally, the market capitalisation of BSE-
listed companies jumped by �
5,36,139.91 crore in just two trading
sessions to reach �2,71,36,351.46 crore.
On Tuesday, NTPC was the lead gain-
er in the 30-share Sensex pack, jump-
ing 5.48 per cent, followed by
PowerGrid, SBI, Titan Company,

Reliance Industries Limited and Axis
Bank. In the broader market, the
midcap and smallcap indices jumped
up to 0.39 per cent.

"Markets traded buoyantly and
ended higher for the third consecutive
day. Upbeat global cues led to a firm
start, which further strengthened with
healthy buying in energy, banking, and
IT majors. 

"Markets are currently following
their global counterparts while the
domestic factors are showing mixed
indications. Besides, the earnings sea-
son is also around the corner and it
seems that participants are expecting
a positive trend," said Ajit Mishra, VP
- Research, Religare Broking Ltd.

In 2021, equity investors reaped
handsome rewards as their wealth grew
nearly by � 78 lakh crore. PTI 

Mumbai: The RBI on Tuesday
said state-owned SBI, along
with private sector lenders
ICICI Bank and HDFC Bank
continue to be Domestic
Systemically Important Banks
(D-SIBs) or institutions which
are 'too big to fail'.

SIBs are perceived as
banks that are 'too big to fail
(TBTF)'. This perception of
TBTF creates an expectation of
government support for these
banks in times of distress. Due
to this perception, these lenders
enjoy certain advantages in
the funding markets.

"SBI, ICICI Bank and
HDFC Bank continue to be
identified as Domestic
Systemically Important Banks
(D-SIBs), under the same buck-
eting structure as in the 2020
list of D-SIBs," the Reserve
Bank said in a statement.

The additional Common
Equity Tier 1 (CET1) require-
ment for D-SIBs was phased-
in from April 1, 2016 and
became fully effective from
April 1, 2019. The addi-
tional CET1 requirement will
be in addition to the capital

conservation buffer.
The Reserve Bank of India

(RBI) had announced SBI and
ICICI Bank as D-SIBs in 2015
and 2016.

Based on data collected
from banks as on March 31,
2017, HDFC Bank was also
classified as a D-SIB.
The current update is based on
data collected from banks as on
March 31, 2021. The
framework for dealing with D-
SIBs was issued in July 2014.
The framework requires the
RBI to disclose the names of
banks designated as D-SIBs
starting from 2015 and place
these lenders in appropriate
buckets depending upon their
Systemic Importance Scores
(SISs).  Based on the bucket in
which a D-SIB is placed, an
additional common equity
requirement has to be applied
to it.

The Additional Common
Equity Tier 1 requirement as a
percentage of Risk Weighted
Assets (RWAs) in case of SBI is
0.6 per cent, and 0.2 per cent
for ICICI Bank and HDFC
Bank. PTI 

New Delhi: Competition
Commission has ordered a
detailed probe against state-
owned IREL (India) Ltd, which
is into mining and production
of minerals, for alleged abuse of
dominant position.

It was alleged that IREL
abused its dominant position
by indulging in prohibitive
increase in the sillimanite
prices by following discrimi-
natory pricing against the inter-
ests of the micro, small and
medium enterprises in the
domestic market.

The informant also alleged
that the company favoured
multi-nationals and/or foreign
parties and fixed the supply of
sillimanite as per its whims and
fancies and forcing its customer
to accept arbitrary quantity.

Competition Commission
of India (CCI) said that based
on facts and circumstances of
the present case, it is prima
facie noted that OP is the only
entity engaged in the mining
and supply of beach sand min-
eral in India, which allows it to
operate independently of the
market forces.

The Commission has also
perused the allegation in the
information pertaining to
unfair and discriminatory pric-
ing, for which no response
has been forthcoming from the
OP. PTI 
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The Centre on Tuesday
opposed a plea filed by

BJP leader Subramanian
Swamy in the Delhi High
Court alleging that the
methodology adopted by the
government in the valuation of
national carrier Air India was
"arbitrary, illegal and against
public interest". Swamy has
sought to set aside and revoke
any action or decision or grant
of any further approvals, per-
missions or permits by author-
ities with respect to the Air
India disinvestment process. 

The bench of Chief Justice
D N Patel and Justice Jyoti
Singh heard the arguments put
forward by Swamy, Solicitor
General Tushar Mehta and
senior advocate Harish Salve,
who appeared in the matter on
behalf of Tata Group’s Talace
Private Limited. The Bench
said it will pass an order on the
petition on January 6. The
court also asked the counsel for
the Centre and the other
respondents to file a short note
during the day and granted lib-
erty to Swamy to file a short
note by Wednesday.               

Swamy has also sought a
CBI investigation into the role
and functioning of authorities
and the submission of a
detailed report before the court.
In October last year, the Centre
accepted the highest bid made
by a Tata Sons company for 100
per cent equity shares of Air
India and Air India Express,
along with the government's 50
per cent stake in ground-han-
dling company AISATS -- the

first privatisation in the coun-
try in 20 years. 

Swamy submitted that a
consortium led by SpiceJet was
the other bidder but as insol-
vency proceedings are going on
against the airline in the
Madras High Court, it was not
entitled to bid and therefore,
effectively there was only one
bidder. "The methodology
adopted by the government in
the valuation of Air India was
arbitrary, illegal, corrupt, mala
fide and against public interest,"
he said.  

Mehta contended that the
petition was founded on three
misconceptions and it does
not need any consideration. He
said according to the petition-
er, SpiceJet was the second
bidder, but the fact is that the
airline was never a part of the
consortium that submitted the
bid and proceedings pending
against it have no relevance
here. 

"One individual, Ajay
Singh, was part of the consor-
tium, which was the second
bidder and not SpiceJet," the
solicitor general said. However
it is well known that Ajay
Singh is promoter of SpiceJet. 

He said Air India's disin-
vestment was a policy decision
taken by the Centre, keeping in
view the huge losses being
incurred by the airline, and that
the government was competent
to take such a decision. Salve
contended that there was noth-
ing in the petition and that the
bids were complete, the share
agreements signed and all this
has been in public domain for
quite some time.
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Solar open access installations
in India jumped 85 per cent

to 307 megawatt (MW) in
July-September period of 2021,
Mercom India Research said in
a report.                

The installations stood at
166 MW during the same
quarter in 2020, the research
firm said in its report titled
"India Solar Open Access
Market Report Q3 2021" on
Tuesday.               

It said the country
installed 935 MW of open
access solar capacity during
January-September 2021, reg-
istering a rise of 143 per cent
compared to 385 MW installed
during the same nine-month
period of 2020.             
The pipeline of solar open
access projects under develop-
ment and pre-construction is
estimated to be over 1.1 GW
(gigawatt), the report added.     

It has also expanded cov-
erage to include two new mar-
kets, Uttarakhand and Punjab.
Uttar Pradesh had the most
installations, constituting about
35 per cent of the projects
installed during the quarter. 

Maharashtra, Gujarat and
Karnataka accounted for 11 per
cent, 10 per cent, and 7 per cent
of the installations, respective-
ly during the quarter.            

"The power crisis trig-
gered by the depleting coal
stocks in thermal power plants
in Q3 2021 was a major wake-
up call for the C&I (commer-
cial and industrial) segment to
opt for alternative sources of
power procurement. 
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Higher education plays a significant
role in shaping human capital in
India, coupled with The Ministry of

Education's mission to create a higher edu-
cation environment that fosters academic and
institutional excellence. In the 21st century
India, there is a need for institutions of high-
er education that are forward-looking both
academically and societally. Society contains
the conventional truths and dynamics of an
evolving organism that is continually chang-
ing to maintain a degree of stability among
its citizens. 

It also argues that students, especially at
higher education institutions, must comprise
an integral part of the struggle for social
improvement as they strive to become par-
ticipating citizens in a democratic society.
Social change results only when students take
upon themselves the task of getting involved
and making a difference.

Today's students are different in many
ways from the students of the previous gen-
eration, as many articles on the Millennials
have noted. They have access to the Internet,
and social media tools veterans never imag-
ined. In addition, they are far more broad-
ly and deeply engaged in community service
through student organisations, faith com-
munities, service-learning courses, alterna-
tive breaks, and numerous other organised
activities.  

The college needs to facilitate high-qual-
ity learning experiences to know that criti-
cal reflection plays an essential role. Institutes
must train students by providing essential
skills to contribute to society more effectively.

In college, learning is as diverse as the range
of social experience in general, and the activ-
ities to are of a wide variety. They could offer
the specialisation of appropriate choices in
any particular social context having socio-
logical implications. Specialisation choices
will positively contribute to the ability of stu-
dents to make appropriate choices in a par-
ticular social context. 

The author recommends using a range
of activities from discussion and Think-
Pair-Share to concept mapping, debate, role-
play to cultivate social moments where stu-
dents dialogue, master vital cultural skills,
and explore social realities. Uses of cases
centred on violence, substance abuse, iso-
lation, inequality and more empower the
students to advance their understanding of
social change to become more competent
members of society. 

For example, In India, many families
have

limited access to health care but are also deal-
ing with discrimination, poverty and living
in dangerous environments; the chance of
contracting an illness increases drastically.
With evidence-based social strategies, stu-
dents can help bridge the healthcare gap and
provide practical solutions to families in
need.

Before acquiring the skillset that will
allow for their effective social participation,
they have to understand the processes and
value of the society. They might be short of
such mindfulness. Students might not know
how to talk, how to think, what to do, what
to value. However, student past social expe-
rience plays a significant role in their adapt-
ability and later ability to deal with others. Few
significant challenges comprise adaptability,
self-awareness, which significantly influ-
ence their action and how they respond and
interpret the meaning of the environment.

In conclusion, the author argues that col-
leges must develop partnerships with like-
minded organisations, which conduct dis-
trict-wide training on social dimensions.
Social, family-focused interventions can
help individuals identify abuse early on and
prevent it from happening in the future. By
adopting new policies that support income

generation and decrease economic
hardship, students more effec-

tively guide/serve struggling
families.
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The ongoing pandemic and
the subsequent hybrid
work model has brought
in significant disruption
in the way the HR func-

tion operates. As we enter 2022, the
HR function would need to signifi-
cantly reimagine and reinvent itself
to keep pace with the changing
time and needs of people. The crit-
ical asks in front of the HR function
would be to: 

�Evolve from being enforcer of
HR Policies to representing people
to frame new set of policies

�Building organizational culture
in a Physi Virtual world

�Creating a new paradigm on
communication when you don’t see
or meet your employees regularly 

�Address the enhanced anxiety
level of employees and help them on
their overall well-being

HR practices would be
realigned to be in sync with the
hybrid work model

A hybrid mode of working with
some employees working from
offices and some from home or
away from office is a reality and is
expected to remain the same. 

Even when the pandemic
recedes, many companies are expect-
ed to continue with a hybrid mode
of working. 

The HR function needs to align
and rediscover itself to the same and
bring in policies, procedures and

practices that support this. For exam-
ple, policies on eligibility of transport
allowance for employees may need to
change, the process of recruitment
would change with less in-person
interviews, learning & development
programs may need to be more dig-
ital etc. Similarly, companies may be
able to offer more attractive work
policies for returning mothers with
options of work from home.

The benefit and reward man-
agement system would need criti-
cal refinement

The benefit and reward man-
agement system would need to look
beyond traditional monetary bene-
fits and bring in aspects that promote
mental health and overall well-being
of employees and their family.
Organizations that look at the holis-
tic benefit of employees would con-
tinue to thrive and grow. 

Digital HR will be the need of
the hour

The HR function would have to
come alive on a robust digital plat-
form, especially on a mobile app, to
ensure easy access to all employees
as in-person meetings and discus-
sions will be rarer. 

Companies would look at invest-
ing in a digital platform that can
bring the whole HR function, includ-
ing organization culture, ethos and
values into a digital platform for
employees to feel and understand the
organization they are working in.

HR would need to support
Mental health and well-being of the
team

The HR function will move
beyond supporting the needs of
employees at office and look at over-
all well being of the team, with special
focus on mental health. The HR func-
tion would need to be strengthened
with psychologists, psychiatrists, coun-
sellors working with the team. 

HR would look beyond sup-
porting the employees and look at the
well-being of their family

With the distinction between
home and workplace becoming hazy
and work timings becoming flexible,
the HR function would not only have
to focus on the mental health and well
being of their employees, but even
extend it to their families. Initiatives like
awareness sessions, counselling ses-
sions, meditation sessions for family
members would have to be brought in
the future. 

There would be tremendous
focus on virtual team bonding

With the hybrid working envi-
ronment becoming a reality, the tra-
ditional concept of a team working
together at the same location or in
office premises would change and the
HR function would need to reinvent
itself in being able to help teams
bond, collaborate and build cama-
raderie even when they are located far
from each other. This would be a crit-
ical area that would define success of

companies and organizations which are
able to drive, motivate and build a
cohesive team even when they are
located in separate places would thrive
and win in the marketplace.   

The Learning and Development
(L&D) function would need to bring
in digital interventions for upskilling
and development of the team

The pandemic and the subse-
quent hybrid work model and digital
drive have ensured that people would
need newer skills to succeed in this
changing work environment and mar-
ketplace. Most of the new skills and
upskilling initiatives would have to be
delivered virtually and hence the L&D
function would need to change and
bring in online learning programs with
use of new age digital interventions like
gamification, simulations, VR to bring
in an enhanced learning experience. 

2022 promises to be a special year
for the HR function with a clear need
and scope of reimagining and rein-
venting itself. The focus would be a lot
more on digital and overall health and
well being of employees and their
immediate families. The hybrid work
environment would also offer them
scope for bringing in numerous ben-
efits including a chance to offer more
attractive work options for returning
mothers, which they should consider.
Organizations that would thrive in
these challenging times are the ones
where the HR function will be up to
the task and meet these challenges.
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Pertaining to the increasing
COVID cases (omicron vari-

ant) in the country, Vidyamandir
Classes (VMC), National Institute
for JEE and NEET preparation is
all set to conduct its National
Admission Tests (NAT) on 15th,
16th 22nd and 23rd January
through online mode. 

While the Government has
released an order to shut offline
schools but continue the curricu-
lum as scheduled, until further

notice, the online test will provide
a big boost to JEE & NEET aspi-
rants throughout their preparation
journey with mentorship, free
doubt resolution and hand hold-
ing support at the nearest VMC
centre all days a week, motivation
sessions, and free mock tests and
practice board tests for present
class final exams from the comfort
of their homes. 

This online test is an oppor-
tunity for students of Class VI, VII,
VIII, IX, X, XI & XII to join one
of the various courses available at

Vidyamandir Classes (both class-
room and online courses) for
batches starting from September
2022, providing them with an
early start advantage and an oppor-
tunity to grab scholarship of upto
100 per cent. 

The National Admission Test
will provide an Early Start advan-
tage for students of class VI, VII &
VIII and assisting in building
strong fundamental which will be
an added advantage for various
competitive exams like IIT-JEE
(Main & Advanced), NEET, NTSE,

KVPY and Olympiads as well.
With exposure to competitive
exams at an Early stage, Best-in-
class faculty and a comprehensive
teaching methodology, students
will be geared up for Scholastic/
Competitive examinations. 

This test is planned for JEE
and NEET candidates who want to
be a part of top-ranked engineer-
ing and medical colleges of the
nation. These online sessions will
be taken by the best of the faculty
members including VMC
Founders.
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The Indian Institute of Art
and Design (IIAD) in col-

laboration with Kingston
School of Art, London offers
undergraduate programmes in
Fashion Design, Fashion
Business Management,
Communication Design and
Interior Architecture & Design.
It also offers postgraduate pro-
grammes in Fashion Design
and Fashion Business
Management. 

The Institute offers these
programmes through its cre-
ative studio-based education
and strives to groom the next
generation of designers and
design thinkers at its state-of-
the-art campus in New Delhi.  

To know more about the
admission process and schol-
arships, visit our website.

Website: www.iiad.edu.in  
Admission Process: IIAD

Entrance Test 
Last Date to Apply :

January 24, 2022
Exam Date:  January 29,

2022
Helpline: +91 98713

83633, +91 11 4138 0000
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The University of Sheffield,
UK is inviting applications

for its MSc in Biodiversity and
Conservation course starting in
September 2022.

Develop fundamental
knowledge about major con-
servation issues and their
human and environmental dri-
vers, including marine plastics,
urbanisation, tropical logging
and the balance between sus-
tainable food production and
biodiversity.  

Duration: 1 year
Eligibility: Holders of a

three year bachelor degree with
a minimum of 60% or "first
class" from a reputable univer-
sity in biological sciences or
other relevant science subject

Fee - Overseas is £28,500
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Energy is an integral part of our

everyday life—from lighting,
cooking, and entertainment to

manufacturing, transportation and
more. With the growth in the glob-
al population and economies, the
overall energy needs have risen sig-
nificantly. 

Currently, our country alone
accounts for more than a quarter of
the net global primary energy wants.
By the year 2040, the population of
India is anticipated to surge by more
than 267 million causing an 11 per
cent jump in primary energy
demands. 

This will lead to the doubling of
CO2 emissions by 2040, triggering
serious and possibly irreversible
damage to the environment. The
dependency on energy is only going
to rise, therefore, we must take steps
to effectively tackle the energy needs
of the growing population. 

One of the ways to address the
ever-escalating energy needs and
the resultant issues that it brings is
by focusing on energy conservation
and sustainability. Energy conserva-
tion is a mammoth task that cannot
be achieved alone. 

To create awareness and priori-
tize energy conservation, the gov-
ernment of India has established the
Bureau of Energy Efficiency. It has
passed many laws, strategies and
policies to reduce the energy inten-
sity of the Indian economy. However,
the task at hand requires more tar-
geted action through a collaborative
effort from people, administration as
well as the electrical and power
industry. 

By taking measures like switch-

ing to energy-efficient appliances,
switching off lights and electronic
appliances when not in use, turning
down the heat in geysers and ther-
mostats, installing LEDs in homes
and offices, we can significantly
reduce our energy consumption.
Furthermore, installing solar panels,
upgrading to energy star certified
products and electric vehicles will
help in energy conservation in the
long run. 

Another driver of change in
modern society and the way it func-
tions today is technology. Modern
technology has opened the gateway
to infinite possibilities. Scientists
and corporations are working togeth-
er to develop new technology to offer
long term solutions and alterna-
tives. For instance, integrating clean
technology and green practices will
help in creating a sustainable envi-
ronment. 

With India’s ambitious target to
achieve a net-zero carbon economy
in a few decades, immediate and
actionable steps need to be taken to
achieve the target. However, one of
the major challenges in the way is
reducing emissions from the already
existing energy infrastructure like
steel mills, coal plants and other fac-
tories. 

Energy conservation and effi-
ciency appears to be a daunting
task. But it can be achieved easily by
making a few small changes in our
routine habits. We must educate
ourselves as well as our peers in
adopting sustainable, clean and
greener alternatives in our daily life.
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Youva, the domestic sta-
tionery brand from the

house of Navneet is all set to
begin the new year with the
launch of a new sub-category
of premium long books ‘Youva
Stellar’, a much-required
upgrade with an aim to pro-
vide a better-quality writing
experience for students.

Over the years we have
seen so many upgrades in

categories like mobile, fashion,
automobile but the student
longbooks space was neglect-
ed. Longbooks are used by col-
lege students to write their
study notes, practice, and
revise answers. It is an integral
part of college life and remains
with the individual all the
time. Many students com-
plain about the paper quality
or the impression of ink com-
ing onto the other side of the
page while writing. Youva

identified this problem and
developed a new subcategory
for students who want no dis-
tractions while studying and
that is why it is essentially an
upgrade. Youva seeks to intro-
duce this unique product
range as a symbol of their pro-
gressive move towards
enhancing students’ user expe-
rience. Over a period of time,
everyone evolves. There is a
constant thirst to upgrade our
lives, habits, preferences and

Youva Stellar is an extension of
this.

The thicker papers (64
gsm) will ensure not leaving
any mark on the other side,
helping them retain their
attention on the work they are
doing. It is also a fact that writ-
ing on a thicker and better-
quality paper inspires one to
write with good handwriting.

Stellar longbooks offer a
sophisticated and finished
matte look.
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Education is one of the worst
hit sectors during the

unprecedented coronavirus
pandemic and has left many
children especially those
belonging to the lower-eco-
nomic section of the society out
of the school. 

In order to provide con-
tinuous learning facilities to
such destitute learners, 
city-based ITes solutions
provider NAV BackOffice has
decided to distribute pullovers
and given a cheque of one lakh
to purchase tablets and bicycles
so that nothing can be a hin-
drance in attaining quality edu-
cation. 

The company has collabo-
rated with two different NGOs
I-India and Top Neurons so

that they can cater to the needy
ones in large numbers.

According to a latest report
from UNESCO, education has
been hit particularly hard by
the COVID-19 pandemic with
1.53 billion learners out of
school and 184 country-wide
school closures, impacting
87.6% of the world’s total
enrolled learners. Drop-out
rates across the globe have
risen as a result of this massive
disruption to education access.

NAV BackOffice has been
running a unique campaign to
mount such humanitarian
assistance to common people
affected in any way by COVID-
19. The campaign, titled ‘Hum
Layenge Khushiyan’ rolled out
across Jaipur and leveraged
the 1500-strong employee base
of the company.
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�How is the institute reshaping school
education in India?

Our mission is to transform school
education in India. We serve 2000-plus
schools across 400-plus cities, and
reache eight lakh-plus students and 10k
plus teachers. As long as a school has
teachers, students, a building and fur-
niture, our integrated school system pro-
vides everything else — software, hard-
ware curriculum, books, a school kit,
and training sessions. Our uniquely
designed ed-tech system covers the
entire breadth of schooling, from pre-
primary through Class X. 
�How are you different from other 
ed-tech players?

Most other institutions offer either
piecemeal or peripheral digital solutions,
whether it is in the area of higher edu-
cation, tutorials or upskilling. We are
addressing the challenges at the core
education level and transforming con-
ventional schooling in India with its tech
integrated solutions. We replace the
purely textbook-based listen and repeat
system with multimodal learning. The
institute also replaces twice a year
assessments that used results to label
children as 'good' or 'bad' with multiple
assessments throughout the year with
ample opportunity for remediation built
into the timetable. 
�What is your vision for schools in
India?

We want to transform the arc of edu-
cation with superior technology solu-
tions. The new normal driven by school
ed-tech is an opportunity for schools
everywhere to recoup learning loss,
infuse digital technology into pedagogy,
revise curricula to maximise high-qual-
ity learning and become innovative in
how we teach students. Schools can and
must - reimagine the classroom, trans-
form schools into tech-based centers of
excellence, make learning both engag-
ing and exciting.
�What is the on-ground reality of
schools and what is needed?

The COVID-19 has impacted school
education, especially the delivery of
quality education as well as classroom-
based teaching and learning. It has
become one of the major concerns for
parents. Over 130 million students who
go to Government schools were
deprived of any learning. At school

learning is core to education and criti-
cal to impact learning outcomes of the
270 million students in the country.
Schools must focus beyond academics
in schools. 
�Will go back to their old ways once
physical schooling starts completely?

While the learning losses across
grades can’t be measured, it has allowed
school owners, educators and teachers
to transform education — not to the pre-
COVID-19 days, but a post-pandemic
new normal backed by a robust school
ed-tech. Schools have to integrate tech-
nology into every aspect of education,
whether in the classroom or at home and
give the students the best of blended
learning. In the new normal, schools will
have to integrate technology not just
with pedagogy and curricula but also
routine administrative tasks, attendance
management, extracurricular activities
and PTA meetings.
�What are the future plans?

We aspire to reach 26 million stu-
dents and 60,000 schools by 2026.
Second, we are looking to deliver teacher
delight so that she has more time to
teach. We will use AI and ML to auto-
mate homework checking which takes
up 20 per cent of a teacher’s time. Finally,
we want to enhance personalisation,
both for the teacher to build her skill and
for the student.
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The Internshalainvites
applications for its annu-
al scholarship —

Internshala Career Scholarship
for Girls (ICSG)-2022. The
reward is �25,000 and meant to
recognise a girl who has fought
against odds to pursue a career
of her dreams in any field —
academics, sports, arts, or any
other field. 

The scholarship will be
awarded as an allowance for
pursuing an internship or
undertaking a project in the
chosen field, payment towards
a specialised training pro-
gramme and special equipment.

Eligibility: Any girl of
Indian nationality between the
age group of 17 to 23 years (as
of 31st December 2021)  is eli-
gible to apply for the scholarship
by 15th January 2022. To apply,
the girl students need to fill this
form and state their career
objective. The applications will
be shortlisted based on four ele-
ments including the fight
against odds, achievement, pur-
pose, and need.

Interview: A short-list for a
telephonic interview would be
announced and interviews
would be conducted. You would
be asked to furnish all the nec-
essary documents and proofs
before the interview.

Referee check: After the
interview, your referee (provid-
ed in the form) would be con-

tacted for verification, after
which the final winner would

be selected and announced.
How to apply: Submission

of applicationonline.
For more information or to

apply to the scholarship, visit:
https://bit.ly/ICSG-22 

The Agency for Science,
Technology & Research at
Nanyang Technological
University, the National
University of Singapore and
the Singapore University of
Technology and Design invite
application for Singapore
International Graduate Award
in Singapore.

Eligibility: Open for appli-
cation to all international grad-
uates with a passion for research
and excellent academic results

Good skills in written and
spoken English; Good reports
from academic referees.

Supporting documents:
Browse PhD Research Projects

Transcripts and reports;
bachelor’s and/or Master’s aca-
demic transcripts; bachelor’s
degree certificate(s)/scroll(s) or
a letter of certification from the
university on your candidature
if your degree certificate/scroll
has not yet been conferred.
Two recommendation reports
(to be completed and submitted
online by the referees).

How to apply: For applying,
you must complete the online
application form.

Application deadline:
Applicants must submit all
required application materials
until June 1, 2022.

After two challenging years
across the globe, a stable
outlook is expected in 2022

for higher education. Everyone
must take responsibility to stop the
Omicron spread.

If all goes well, the announce-
ment of new progressive policies/
measures adopted by the interna-
tional education hubs like the
US, the UK, Canada, and Australia
will welcome international stu-
dents. Emerging destinations like
Germany, France and UAE are also
in process of building essential
infrastructure, policies, that will
help them to join the league in
2022.

The US will continue to be the
favoured destination by students
owing to a higher education sys-
tem that features outstanding stu-
dent support, massive and uncon-
ventional academic programmes
offering a global standpoint, cul-
tural diversity, and providing bet-
ter work and growth prospects. 

Today, students are much
more aware. They should be called
the explorers. They are abreast of
all new developments and come
for admissions carrying complete

knowledge about the universi-
ties. They are aware of various
fields and which of them has a bet-
ter future. Accordingly, they
research a good institution that
provides them with an integrated
learning approach in their field of
interest. They know what to take
as major and minor areas of study.

Besides, they are equally cau-
tious about making a safe choice.
Now students add healthcare ser-
vices to their list of top priorities
while selecting a country and
respective university there. Thus,
leading higher education destina-
tions and their leadership or gov-
ernment must work towards
building a strong and supportive
reaction to handle any untoward
health crises. 

The year 2022 will continue to
observe decent impetus in online
and hybrid programmes. While
many institutions are now looking
and preparing for transitioning
back to in-person classes from
Spring 2022, the accessibility of
online and hybrid courses will
continue to dominate conversa-
tions around programme devel-
opment and recruitment over the

next decade. 
As faculties get better at teach-

ing in an online environment, they
will keep learning employment of
newer technologies, software tools,
and how other resources can
improve the quality of the online
teaching/learning experience. The
most important consequence of
the adoption of digital and hybrid
learning will be the enhancement
in the level of access to quality edu-
cation across nations. Institutions
can now involve faculty who may
not otherwise be able to teach at
a particular university. The
Internet has made classes global —
both for faculties and students.  

Bringing international stu-
dents back on campus premises to
the extent acceptable in the face of
travel restrictions and other
impediments to travel, will be one
of the top priorities of interna-
tional universities. While there will
be many faculties who choose to
return to the conventional class-
room settings, but their teaching
will unquestionably be shaped by
their digital teaching experience.

As the pandemic continues,
the focus will stay on the sole

objective of offering the best qual-
ity teaching and learning envi-
ronment while opening doors for
many students to educate them-
selves. Academic institutions will
further endure emphasis on diver-
sity and inclusion in their mission
and strategic planning, as well as
re-examine the ways to be more
transparent with their audiences.
Institutions must look at sustain-
ing and increasing their efforts to
aim for more diverse faculty and
staff to reach levels of representa-
tion mirroring their student body.

Interestingly, India has
become the second-largest market
for e-learning after the US, accord-
ing to the KPMG report. Under
the New Education Policy 2020,
the integration of the Indian high-
er education system with interna-
tional education will set theThe
stage to take India to the global
stage that it long deserved. NEP
will be a landmark transformative
initiative to improve the quality of
higher education in India, but also
its reach; making it globally com-
petitive. 
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Kylian Mbappe scored a
second-half hat trick as

French Cup holder Paris Saint-
Germain won at fourth-tier
Vannes 4-0 to reach the last 16.

Goalkeeper Clement Petrel
made a couple of smart saves
before PSG central defender
Presnel Kimpembe stooped to
score a powerful header from
a Nuno Mendes corner in the
28th minute.

Mbappe was kept quiet by
the Vannes defense in the first
half on a rainy night in the

Brittany region of northwest-
ern France. But he made it 2-
0 in the 59th when he latched

onto Kimpembe’s long pass
from defense to sprint clear
and finish with a low shot that

looped in. His next goal was far
more emphatic as he arrowed
a shot high into the net from
20 meters, after good work
from midfielder Marco Verratti
allowed 18-year-old Dutch
midfielder Xavi Simons to
send Mbappe through in the
71st.

His third goal was from
close range after swapping
passes with substitute Eric
Ebimbe in the 77th. It marked
his 18th goal in 25 games
overall. PSG coach Mauricio
Pochettino also picked 18-
year-old French midfielder

Edouard Michut, who
impressed with his technical
ability albeit against modest
opposition.

PSG was without Lionel
Messi, isolating at home in
Argentina after being among
four players who tested posi-
tive for the coronavirus during
a brief winter break.
Pochettino was uncertain if
Messi will recover in time to
play at Lyon in the league on
Sunday.

Lens hosts Lille in a north-
ern derby on Tuesday for the
final spot in the last 16.
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Former Saurashtra cricketer
Ambapratasinhji Jadeja died

of COVID-19 infection on
Tuesday, the Saurashtra Cricket
Association (SCA) said.

He was 69.
“Everyone at Saurashtra

Cricket Association are deeply
saddened on the sad demise of
Saurashtra’s yesteryears’ crick-
eter late Shri Ambapratapsinhji
Jadeja. He passed away today
early morning at Valsad fight-
ing hard battle against Covid-
19,” the SCA said in a media
statement issued here.

Hailing from Jamnagar,
Jadeja was a prominent right-
arm medium pacer and right-
handed batsman. He played
eight Ranji Trophy matches
representing Saurashtra.

He was a retired DSP,
Gujarat Police.

In a condolence message,
former BCCI secretary
Niranjan Shah said,
“Ambapratapsinhji was a
remarkable player and I have
interacted good cricketing
moments with him. May his
noble soul rest in the shelter of
the Almighty.”
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On an all-win day for Indian
tennis players, Sania Mirza

and the pair of Ramkumar
Ramanathan and Rohan
Bopanna emerged victorious in
their respective first round
matches, albeit in contrasting
fashion, in the ATP and WTA
tournaments, here on Tuesday.

Sania and her Ukrainian
partner Nadiia Kichenok over-
came a first-set thrashing to
knock out second seeds

Gabriella Dabrowski and
Giuliana Olmos 1-6 6-3 10-8 in
the WTA 500 event.

In the ATP 250 men’s
event, the Indian combination
of Ramkumar and veteran
Bopanna, pairing up together
for the first time on the ATP
tour, had an easy day out.

They trounced American
Jamie Cerretani and Brazilian
Fernando Romboli 6-2 6-1 to
set up the pre-quarterfinal with
eighth seed American pair of
Nathaniel Lammons and

Jackson Withrow.
“We had a good match.

Both of us served And returned
well. We combined well and
stuck to the plan,” Ramkumar
told PTI.

“We had practiced once
with the same team before the
draw which helped us.

“I am always happy to play
with Bops (Bopanna), who is so
experienced and is someone
who has always been of good
support and helps me with my
tennis with all the experience
he has,” he added.

Since India will host
Denmark on grass courts in
New Delhi in their next Davis
Cup tie in March, it is a possi-
bility that Bopanna and
Ramkumar, who has devel-
oped a fantastic serve and vol-
ley game, may pair up for the
doubles.

This tournament will give
them that opportunity to find
out what works for them, if at
all the captain decides to field
them as a team.

Interestingly, Ramkumar
got a chance to play with
Denmark’s top singles player
Holger Rune in the singles
Qualifiers and lost 4-6 6-7(7) in
a close first round match.

Rune, ranked 103, eventu-
ally qualified for the main
draw. 

The match must have given
him a fair idea of what to expect
from Rune when he lands in
Delhi for the Davis Cup. 
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Scott Boland has retained his spot in
Australia’s bowling attack for the fourth

Ashes test after his starring role on debut
in the series-deciding victory over England
last week.

Boland took six wickets for seven runs
as England collapsed in the second innings
to be all out for 68 in Melbourne, allowing
Australia to retain the Ashes with two
matches to spare.

Any debate about Boland’s spot in the
starting XI ended when veteran pace
bowler Josh Hazlewood was ruled out for
a third consecutive match because of a side
strain.

Australia made one injury enforced
change for the fourth test starting
Wednesday at the Sydney Cricket Ground,
with Usman Khawaja replacing middle-
order batter Travis Head. 

Khawaja’s return for the first time since
2019 comes after Head was ruled out fol-
lowing a positive COVID-19 test. 

England’s coronavirus concerns have
mainly been off the field, with head coach
Chris Silverwood among the support staff
in isolation in Melbourne and missing the
Sydney match.

Assistant coach Graham Thorpe, who
will guide the squad in Silverwood’s
absence, recalled 35-year-old paceman
Stuart Broad in the only change to England’s
lineup. Broad missed selection for the first

and third tests but returned to replace Ollie
Robinson, who leads the team with nine
wickets in this series but has been sidelined
with a shoulder problem.

Australia’s pace bowling stocks are
strong, with skipper Pat Cummins and
Mitchell Starc getting good support across
the last two tests from Boland in Melbourne
and from Richardson and Michael Neser in
Adelaide, as well as allrounder Cameron
Green.

After inspecting the SCG pitch,
Cummins opted against bringing in Mitch
Swepson as a second spinner to work with
Nathan Lyon. “You need that disciplined

stump to stump bowler. That’s what Scott
brings to the table,” Cummins said. 

“It’s no secret. If Josh Hazlewood was
available he was going to play. (But) it would
have been a real shame to see Scotty not play
this week after his efforts last week.

I’m really glad he gets another crack
out here.” 

Thorpe said Broad and star allrounder
Ben Stokes, who is yet to hit top form since
returning in Australia from a prolonged
break, were like a “couple of caged tigers”
ahead of the Sydney match as England tries
to end a run of 13 Ashes tests in Australia
without a win.
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Ebadot Hossain bowled Bangladesh to the
brink of a famous victory over World Test

Champion New Zealand in a fiery spell
Tuesday on the fourth day of the first cricket
test.

On a pitch on which Bangladesh and New
Zealand collectively amassed 786 runs in their
first innings — with the tourists taking a 130-
run lead — Ebadot reduced New Zealand to
147-5 at stumps, a lead of only 17 runs.

After dismissing first innings century-
maker Devon Conway for 13, Ebadot removed
Will Young (69), Henry Nicholls (0) and Tom
Blundell (0) in the space of six balls to forti-
fy the strong position the Bangladesh batters
had created.

“The first thing to know about Ebadot as
a person is that he only came to cricket about
five years ago,” Bangladesh’s West Indies-born
bowling coach Ottis Gibson said.

“He won a fast-bowling competition some-
where and two years later he was playing inter-
national cricket.

“He’s a joy to work with because he’s enthu-
siastic and he wants to learn so much. When
his confidence is high he can bowl spells like
this.”

New Zealand was just hanging on at
stumps in the face of Ebadot’s aggressive swing
bowling. Veteran Ross Taylor, in his penulti-
mate test match before retirement, was 37 and
allrounder Rachin Ravindra was 6.

Bangladesh hasn’t won any of its previous
43 matches in New Zealand across all three for-
mats and wasn’t expected to test New Zealand
in this match in the absence of veteran play-
ers such as Shakib Al Hasan, Tamim Iqbal and
Mahmudullah.

But the tourists have steadily got on top of
New Zealand, and Ebadot rammed home their
advantage on Tuesday, finishing the day with
figures of 4-39.

Bangladesh first dismissed New Zealand
for 328, claiming the last five wickets for 70
runs to leave it short of a par score on a docile
pith at the Bay Oval. Bangladesh replied with
458, lifted by the contributions of captain

Mominul Haque (88), Liton Das (86),
Mahmudul Hasan Joy (78) and Najmul
Hossain Shanto (64).

Resuming on Tuesday at 401-6, Bangladesh
added a further 57 through Mehidy Hasan (47)
and Yasir Ali (26).

When the tourists finally were all out, New
Zealand had been in the field for more than
176 overs — the better part of two days — in
hot conditions and seemed wilted when their
second innings began.

Latham again was out cheaply when he
dragged a short ball from Taskin Ahmed onto
his stumps. Ebadot had his first wicket when
Conway was caught at slip by Shadman Islam,
though the Decision Review System was
needed to confirm the dismissal.
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Novak Djokovic will get a chance to
defend his Australian Open title

after receiving a medical exemption to
travel to Melbourne, ending months of
uncertainty about his participation
because of the strict COVID-19 vacci-
nation requirements in place for the
tournament.

The top-ranked Djokovic wrote on
Instagram on Tuesday he has “an
exemption permission” to travel to
Australia.

Djokovic, who is seeking a record
21st Grand Slam singles title, has con-
tinually refused to reveal if he is vac-
cinated against the coronavirus. 

The Victoria state government has

mandated that all players, staff and fans
attending the Australian Open must be
fully vaccinated unless there is a gen-
uine reason why an exemption should
be granted.

Australian Open organizers issued
a statement later Tuesday to confirm
Djokovic will be allowed to compete at
the tournament, which starts on Jan. 17,
and is on his way to Australia. He ear-
lier withdrew from Serbia’s team for the
ATP Cup, which started last weekend
in Sydney.

“Djokovic applied for a medical
exemption which was granted follow-
ing a rigorous review process involv-
ing two separate independent 
panels of medical experts,” the state-
ment said. 
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Multiple COVID-19 out-
breaks inside bio-bubbles

threw Australian domestic
leagues haywire on Tuesday as
cricket administrators grappled
to keep schedules on track while
players complained of anxiety.

Both the men’s and women’s
domestic games were hit hard
and Cricket Australia (CA) was
forced to make many late sched-
ule changes. 

Two matches of the
Women’s National Cricket
League involving Western
Australia were postponed till
March due to border closures
after a spike in COVID-19 cases.
This has pushed the women’s
domestic 50-over final to mid-
March.

WA were scheduled to play
Tasmania in Hobart twice this
week, on January 7 and 9, but the
games have been pushed back to
March 9 and 11 given the west-
ern state’s hard border with the
rest of the country.
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Virender Sehwag, Yuvraj Singh and Harbhajan
Singh will be among a host former stars in

the India Maharaja team which will take part in
the inaugural edition of the Legends League
Cricket (LLC), starting on January 20 in Oman.

The first season of LLC, which is a profes-
sional cricket league for retired international
cricketers, will be played at the Al Amerat Cricket
Stadium in Oman among three power-packed
teams.

The other two teams would be representing
Asia and rest of the world.

Apart from the above trio, Irfan Pathan, Yusuf
Pathan, Badrinath, RP Singh, Pragyan Ojha,
Naman Ojha, Manpreet Gony, Hemang Badani,
Venugopal Rao, Munaf Patel, Sanjay Bangar,
Nayan Mongia and Amit Bhandari will also be
part of the India Maharaja team.
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Multiple COVID-19
outbreaks hit
Australian
domestic leagues 
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Sehwag, Yuvraj, Harbhajan to 
play for India Maharaja in
inaugural Legends League Cricket
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Unheralded seam bowler Shardul
Thakur turned out to be an unlike-
ly hero with a career-best 7 for 61
to keep India on even keel against

South Africa on an intriguing second day of
the second Test here on Tuesday.

Standing at 5 feet 7 inches and with a
physique which is an antithesis of what is per-
ceived to be a fast bowler’s body, the skiddy
Thakur (17.5-3-61-7) landed crucial blows at
opportune moments to send the Proteas
packing for 229 in their first innings.

It was his effort that nullified India’s seem-
ingly inadequate first innings score of 202
with the lead being restricted to 27 and then
erased by visitors as they reached 85 for 2 at
stumps, losing stand-in skipper KL Rahul (8)
and Mayank Agarwal’s (23) wicket.

The two under-fire seniors Cheteshwar
Pujara (35 batting) and Ajinkya Rahane (11
batting) were at the crease and for a change
showed lot of positivity and intent. India now
lead by 58 runs.

Shardul means ‘Tiger’ in Sanskrit and his
teammates teasingly call him ‘Lord Beefy’
which incidentally is legendary all-rounder
Ian Botham’s nickname.

The ‘Tiger’ was in a mood to hunt inside
the ‘Bull Ring’ under sunny the Johannesburg
skyline and he did exactly that, coming up

with a performance which is over and above
what even coach Rahul Dravid would have
expected. On a pitch with spongy, tennis ball
like bounce, a total of 180 to 200 will be an
onerous fourth innings chase for South Africa
as the match is expected to end well within
four days if the weather doesn’t play spoil-
sport. The day started nicely for South Africa
as their dogged skipper Dean Elgar (28 off
120 balls) was happy to play the ugly wait-
ing game while allowing his younger col-
league Keegan Peterson (62 off 118 balls) to

play an attacking role.
It was going well in a stand of 74 as South

Africa reached 88 for one before Thakur was
brought into the attack in the 34th over as the
second change.

With Mohammed Siraj bowling from a
shorter run-up and not able to exert himself
fully due to a hamstring injury, the man from
Maharashtra’s Palghar district had to take
more responsibility with the team virtually
one bowler short.

Mohammed Shami (2/52 in 21 overs)

and Jasprit Bumrah (1/49 in 21 overs) once
again bowled their hearts out, beat the out-
side edges without much luck before Thakur
came into the picture and dealt three blows
in quick succession just before lunch.
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Thakur, when he burst into the domes-
tic scene, was more of a 135 kmph plus bowler
but over the years, he is bowling in the 120-
130 kmph band but possesses a mean
outswinger and a lethal off-cutter delivered
with scrambled seam and grip of a slower
delivery.

In case of a scrambled seam, the stitched
part of the ball doesn’t hit the ground and if
the ball’s shine is maintained well, which the
Indian team did diligently, it lands on the skin
(red part) and starts skidding at a pace which
is more than what the batters can apprehend.

“Since he has a habit of bowling a lot of
off-breaks (slower delivery for pacers with
tweak of finger) in limited overs cricket, he
is using that skill effectively in Tests also. He
might bowl at 130 kmph but with the
scrambled seam, he hurries the batter a touch
more),” his childhood coach Dinesh Lad told
PTI from Mumbai.

The delivery that got Peterson was a con-
ventional outswinger which wasn’t at drivable
length and the batter went for a non-existent

punch through covers only to land in second
slip Agarwal’s palms.

Before that, Peterson’s left-handed skip-
per Elgar got one that moved late taking the
outside edge.

Similarly, in the second session, just when
Temba Bavuma (51 off 60 balls) and Kyle
Verreynne (21) added 58 and looked like
heading for a sizeable lead, Thakur produced
a fuller one with scrambled seam that land-
ed on the ‘fifth off stump’ and cut back sharply
to trap the young keeper leg before.

In case of Bavuma, the delivery was fired
towards his rib cage and was drifting down
before Rishabh Pant took an extraordinary
catch down the leg-side.
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Out of Shardul’s seven wickets, the dis-

missal of Rassie van der Dussen did create
some controversy as TV replays turned out
to be inconclusive whether Thakur’s off-cut-
ter, that literally had the batter cut into half,
was taken cleanly by Pant.

One angle seemed to suggest that it was
picked on the bounce and it was learnt that
home team captain Elgar visited the match
referee’s room to have a chat.

In 2011, Mahendra Singh Dhoni in an
exemplary show of sportsmanship had called
back Ian Bell after the batter was adjudged
run-out in the post lunch session.
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India’s premier domestic first-class
competition Ranji Trophy will

not start as scheduled on January 13
due to a massive surge in COVID-
19 cases across the country, a BCCI
official told PTI on Tuesday.

The first round was to start in
multiple cities on January 13 but has
been put off and the BCCI will
deliberate on when to conduct the
blue riband tournament some time
later.

“Yes, the Ranji Trophy has now
been put on hold and will not start
on January 13,” a BCCI tournament
committee member told PTI on
conditions of anonymity.

Recently, the Bengal team
reported six COVID-19 cases,
including five players while
Mumbai’s India player Shivam Dube
also tested positive and is in isola-
tion. The Ranji Trophy is being held
in six cities including Bengaluru and
Kolkata among others. 
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